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BABC0CK MAKES STATEMENT

MIson May Tell Truth WithMidout Fcar-Anot- hcr
shipman Bounced.
PRESIDENT

WILL

NOT

INTERFER

Special to The Citizen.
Washington, Jan. 15. Corridor reports have it that boodle 1b being used
to defeat the joint statehood bill, the
same coming very largely and probk
ably altogether from Arizona.
of Wisconsin is the leader of the
insurgents, and he is putting up a hot
light, though It is difficult to see what
he will be able to make by opposing
both the president and the house organization, on what is a party issue.
by Delegate
Two bills introduced
One
Andrews have been ratified.
grants Albuquerque a section of land
for a public park, and the other appropriates money for the survey of
the unsurveyed public lands of New
Mexico.
Chapter 111 of the Acts of the
Thirty-sixt- h
assembly of New Mexico
has been confirmed.
This is the "Act to provide for
the leasing, sale, management and
control of all lands now owned, or
hereafter acquired by the territory of
New Mexico; to create a commissioner thereof, and to prescribe the du'ies
of such officer; to provide for the
are, custody, disposition and investment of moneys derived from the leasing and sale of all territorial lands,
and for other purposes." Editor.)
Bab-coc-

BABCOCK CAME
TO BE REBEL LEADER.

Washington, Jan. 15. When the
house met this morning, Babcock at
once took the floor on the question ot
personal privilege. He based this on
the statement in a local newspaper,
entitled, "How Came Babcock to Rebel?" and which gave as a reason for
his opposition to joining Arizona and
New Mexico as one state, his pique
the
at not being made chairman ofstateappropriations committee. This
ment, Babcock said, totally misrepresented him, and he also believed, it
"stalmisrepresented the
warts," which he understood, meant
the house organization. As to stateoped

hood, he said he had always been
posed to joining Arizona and New
Mexico as one state, and had always
At the last session, he
opposed It.
said, the opposition supported the
rules of the committee of the house
on the Joint statehood question a9 the
best means of killing the bill. There
was no reply to Babcock's statement
and when he concluded, some of his
colleagues applauded.
SECRETARY WILSON NEED
NOT FEAR LIBEL SUIT.
Attorney
Washington,
Jan. 15.
General Moody today rendered an
Wilson, as
opinion that Secretary
bead of the department of agriculture,
may publish tho names of firms selling" adulterated seeds. The question
arose because Wilson had the impression that if he published such names
he would be liable for damages in
an action for libel.
COFFIN IS
DISMISSED FROM ACADEMY.
15. Secretary
Washington,
Jan.
Bonapaite today approved the sentence of dismissal imposed by the
court martial at Annapolis, in the case
of Midshipman Trenmor Coffin, on
conviction of hazing, and ordering his
dismissal from the academy.
MIDSHIPMAN
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NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING. J AN U All V 15. 1900.

What has the United States to do
with the conference over Morocco?
It's a query that the results of the
conference itself will have to answer. But It comes as a surprise to
the great majority of Americans that
tho United States is taking any part
at all In what looks like a big game
of politics lietween the forever quarreling powers of Europe.
Ttie conference opens next week at
Algec iras, Spain, and we are told simply that Ambassador White, at the
court of Italy, and Snmucl Glimmers,
minister to Morocco, will sit for this
country with the representatives of
Germany, France, England, Austria,
Spain and Italy.
The ostensible purpose of the conference Is to arrive at an agreement
for absolute commercial equality of
the powers In Morocco.
American
commerce in that
land
Is next to nothing.
No intelligent reader of the world's
news, however, will be gulled by the
story that the meeting Is to be a
trade talk-talPolitics almost solely is behind the conference, and the
control of northeastern Africa and of
the Mediterranean sea Is the apple
the European governments are duck-

NUMBER 27

CHICAGO CRIME

THE MOROCCAN

RECORD TODAY

WITH THE MOROCCO CONFERENCE?

Last Night

Added

to the List.
PROBABLY

manding as It does, the western enIt Is
trance to the Mediterranean.
not surprising that Emperor William
should have resented the assumption
that he and his Austrian ally did not
need to be consulted in the matter.
This lielng the situation, the question becomes stronger: "What has
the United States to do with the Morocco conference?"
The croak Is already heard In the
land that "the administration is about
to violate the American policy of n
centurv against entangling alliances."
The croak is premature. Uncle Sam
may be Just taking a sit-i- n for observation purposes. And who knows but
that the American delegation may be
Just the weight which will hold down
the lid on the ever boiling pot of war
across the Atlantic?

k.

ing for.

When England upon the occasion
visit
of King Edward's
to France agreed to give the Franks
a free hand In Morocco such as she
herself has in Egypt, she raised that
very issue. These two powers, with
the consent of Spain and apparently
also with the connivance of Italy, arrogated the right to dispose of an extensive realm known to have vast natural resources and occupying a position of signal stragetlc value, com- good-feeli-
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Hotel Reins Christina, at Algeciras, Spain.

LITTLE HOPE NOW

SOME MATTERS OF
FINANCIAL NATURE

Delegates Represent Leading Commercial and
dustrial Interests of Country-Subj- ect
Considered Generally.

members of the executive committee
of the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress, in which it was decided to
recommend to the executive commltte
of the latter organization to call another meeting. .The present meeting
was then called by President Robert
Ramsay of Baltimore.
In accordance with the, plan of tlie
congress no special water way or section of the country will be considered
at the meeting of the congress. The
situation will merely he considered
In a general way and a concerted effort will lie made to induce congress
to make ample appropriations for the
work to be done in the entire country. After this each section will work
Individually for the money required
to carry on the improvements in the
respective localities.
The distinguished character of the
delegates selected to represent the different states in the congress gives
ample proof of the importance attached to the subject of improved water
ways and harbors. What remains to
be done is to Impress upon congress
the fact that the commercial and in
dustrial interests of the country as a
whole demand recognition and prompt
attention to the needs of the entire
country In regard to water ways and
For that purharbor improvements.
pose the National Rivers and Harliors
Congress will unite its efforts upon
the general proposition, without weakening its strength by specializing In
its demands. That will be left to the
Individual work and efforts of the
representatives to the various sections.

Washington, D. C. Jan. 15.
The
National Rivers and Harbors Congress
w'nich opens its session here today, is
one of the most important national
gatherings of that kind ever held In
this country. The congress 19 composed of delegates representing
the
leading commercial and industrial interests of the country and every state
in It.
and territory is represented
Among the delegates are many men
of prominence in the world of commerce, industry and finance and all
of them have been selected with a
special regard for their fitness and
seriousness of purpose. The object of
the congress is to consider the needs
cf the various parts of the country In
regard to Improved harbors and water
ways and to devise plans and methods
to impress on the United States congress the Importance of providing
such Improved waterways and harbor
improvements, by making the necessary appropriations from year to year.
This is the second meeting of the National Rivers and Harbors Congress.
The first meeting was held in Baltimore In 1901. Last summer it was
felt, by the merchants In the Ohio
Valley and In other parts ot the country that another national meeting was
necessary to impress upon congress
more
the necessity or providing
promptly and liberally for river and
harbor Improvements in all parts of
the country, particularly for the Improvement of the Ohio river and of
some of the most important other
water way and harbors In the country. A meeting was held of representatives of the Ohio Valley and several

PRESIDENT DECLINES TO
INTERFERE FOR BURBANK.
Washington, Jan. 15. Advices refrom
ceived at Fort Leavenworth
Washington
state that
President
Roosevelt has declined to interfere
with the f tidings of the court martial
in the case of Lieutenant. Sidney S.
Burbank, recently sentenced In the
Philippines to fifteen months' imprisonment and dismissal from the army.
Burbank was convicted of deserting
Paris, Jan. 15. This evening the when lie astonished the world by his
liis native wife.
billiard contest for the world's cham- marvelous skill.
The American billjard players, on
balk line, one shot
pionship at
TIME EXTENDED FOR
in balk, will take place with Willie the other hand, are quite confident
UINTAH HOMESTEADERS. Hoppe, the American expert, as chal- that Willie Hoppe will give a good acWashington, Jan. 15. In the senate lenger, and Maurice Vigoaux. toe vet- count of himself, even If he should not
today a dM by Scott was reported eran French expert, as defender. The succeed in wresting the laurels from
giving homesteaders on the recently contest is to be decided by a game of the veteran French expert. It is re
opened Uintah reservation an exten- 600 points, and promises to be of un- ported that Sehaefer has expressed
sion until May 15, 1906, to establish usual interest. The contest Is attract- the belief that Hoppe would win the
residence, and was passed.
aud bring the trophy.
It
ing a great deal of interost in sporting game
circ les all over the world, and the out- is also stated that George Slosson
come of the match will be watched has issued a provisional challenge for
CHINATOWN GAMBLER
with eagerness by billiard enthusiasts a match with Willie Hoppe, should the
latter defeat Vlgnaux.
CHARGED WITH MURDER all over the world.
Willie Hoppe is a young man. AILVAYS ACTING UGLY
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 15. Chan scarcely more than a boy. who, within
OVER RATE LEGISLATION
Cheung, leader of the Chinatown gam- a few years, has developed into a reDallas. Texas. Jan. 15. John G.
holding
of
capable
player,
markable
blers and president of the notorious
Hunter, secretary of the Dallas Comknown as the "Eight his own with any one of the older mercial club, announced
association
yesterday
remarksome
played
has
He
Statesmen," was brought before Judge exerts.
that the proposed visit of the Texas
States,
games
in
able
United
tne
William P- Ijawlor today, on a charge
Commercial cluls to northern and
f murder. Chan Cheung is charged where his home is, but, notwithstand- eastern cities had been abandoned
ing
billiard
as
a
remarkable
record
his
with having leen connected with a
because of the hiifh rates demanded
conspiracy which resulted in the kill- expert, bis challenge came rather as by eastern railrads to carry the
man
young
a
surprise,
bocause the
ing of Tom Yick, a member of the
party, ami he declined that the railEducational Society, two had never before established an in- ways had adop'ed this means a a a
Chinese
chamreputation in world's
aio. The Andrews grand Jury ternational
big stick
the advocates of railgainst Chan pionship contests.
an indictment
found
Hp asserted that
way rate it gisla?ion.
Vlgnaux haiils the world's cham- the railroads lo not wish
Cheung at the time of its Investigation
to have
balk Texas men viit Washington at this
of the Chinatown corruption fund. For pionship trophy in the
six months skilled lawyers have de- line game, with two shot in balk. He time, as wa.s promised, because many
layed the court by technical objections is still in excellent form and it is said of them art pronounced advocates of
to' the indictment, but finally they that he is better at
balk line rate legislation
were defeated and the ease was set with one shot in balk than at any
othr form of blak line game. French BROTHER OP CLEVELAND
for trial.
DYING FROM PARALYSIS
It Is expected that the evidence in liillianl experts consider young Hop-lie'challenge almost a piece of
Columbus. .Ktn. 15. W. N. Clevetlie case will develop many Hartlins
and believe that the contest land, brother of former President
ietalls of the intrigues between the ill
end with the iguomonious defeat jlJrover
was
with
uoiice and the Chinese gamblers.
Cheung ha.-- , nevn at the head of the of the voting American. Others, how- paralysis ami U in an unconscious
vice proTiio'T for years. He is an ever, still remembering the phenom- (Condition today, and the doctors nay
of only a fevv
adept diplomat as well as a cunning enal reord of Frank Ives, who was his death Is a
fcarcely a will kuown a Hoppe, hours.
and shrewd manipulator.

AMERICA VS. FRANCE

IN BILLIARD CONTEST
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OF MARSHALL FIELD

In-

Chicago

and Grain His Death Declared Matter of
Brokerage Firm Goes
but Few Hours at
to the Wall.
the Most.

TRUSTED

Stock

EMPLOYE

DID

IT DOCTORS

GIVE

SCENE

SPECIAL

ACTION

Declares Against Interference
on Our Part In Matters
Purely turopem.

IN COURT REPRESENTATIVES

GET

THERE

London. Jan. 15. The Associated
Press Is advised that Ambassador
White, representing the United States
at. the Moroccan conference, at Alg-cirwill spport the Oerman contention both as to the open door In Morocco and as to the international
commission to control the policing of
the country, n is suggested that this
makes the adoption of the German
view probable, particularly In the light
of the Tact that Russia has shown a
marked Indifference to the appeal ot
France for support. The influence of
the Vatican Is also said to be hostile
to France.
as,

PRETTY WELL DENIES

THE FOREGOING ITEM.
.
DID IT ALONE, SAID
Washington. Jan. 15. Bacon intra,
SON TO WEEPING FATHER.
duced in the senate the following resChicago, Jan. 15. Richard G. Ivins, olution today:
the
murderer of Mrs
"Resolved, by
senate, that InFranklin C. Hollister, was today sub terference with the
or
participation
jected to a severe examination by the any controversy between the Euro-la
police In an effort to obtain from him pean governments relating to Eurothe names of his supposed ac pean International questions, Is a vio-

t TV.

,'

AFFECTIMG

Chicago, Jan. 15. Two more mur
ders were
last night to the long
list of crimes that have taken place
in thiB city of late. The first victim
was Anton Spicaychilaskt, who was
attacked by two robbers at the corner
of Washington bo.ulevard and Sangamon street. He showed fight and one
or them shot him through the body,
inflicting a wound that caused his
death in two hours.
The second crime was committed at
the Intersection of May and Rnndotpn
streets, where Joseph Kane was at
tacked by thugs, who beat him so ter
ribly about the head that his death
ensued within a short time.

WHERE CONFERENCE WILL SIT

6

THE NATIONAL RIVERS
AND HARBORS CONGRESS

AN

United

With Germany

BOTH BY THUGS SENATE'S

Denies Having Had
Accomplices.
the

Cidcs

in Leading Points.

Ivins Who Murdered Mrs.

Town, and. Harbor of Algeciras, on the South Coast of Spain.
During the Morocco conference, fleets of the nations partaking In the deliberations, including
States, will be assembled in this harbor.

CONFERENCE

Two More Murders Were Report That This Country

SCENE OF THE MOROCCO CONFERENCE

seml-civillz-

HOW

a

WHAT HAS THE UNITED STATES TO DO

BY WASHINGTON

Good

b

BULLETINS

complices. Ivins declared he had no
accomplices. During the examination
the' aged father of Ivins sat in the
room with tears streaming down his
face. When the examination was con
cluded, the old man asked Tils son
"Did you really do this alone?"
"Yes, I did it alone," replied the
son.

lation of the well settled, well de- -,
fined policy of this government, which
has been recognized and observed for
more than a century past."
BEGINNING

TO ARRIVE
AT ALGECIRAS CITY.
Tangiers, Jan. 15. The American
minister, Samuel R. Qummere. second
member of the American mission to
THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS
the Moroccan conference, and the
OFFERED IN GOLF PRIZES, Austrian, Portugese, and Belgian repPlnehurst, N. C.. Jan. 15. A series resentatives to the same meeting,
of golf contests, under the auspices sailed from here today for Algeciras.
of the American Golf Association, be- on board the French cruiser Galilee.
gan here this morning. The number
of entries for the various events Is un RELATIVES
WANT
,
usually Jarge and fine sport is expect
ed. The contests will take up three
PARTICULARS OF DEATH
days and about 150 golfers will take
part in It. Twenty-sevecups, valued
at $3,000, will be contested for. In OF WALTER H. JONES, THE GOVaddition to that there arn two troph
ERNMENT SAWYER, AT GAL
LUP."
ies, tne btudeuaker and Dewar Cups,
to be played for.
,
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, N., M., Jan. 15.The city
EUROPEAN YACHTMEN
marshal has Just received the follow-ln- g
message
WANT RATING RULE of Walter H.-In reference to the death
Jones, the government
sawyer, for whose death Gregory Page,
held
London, Jan. 15. Yachtsmen reure
to be indirectly responsible by
sentlng yacht clubs In all parts of the the coroner's Jury:
"Wilson, N. C, Jan. 15. Ellis Wincivilized world met here today In conference for the purpose of considering ders, City Marshal, Gallup, N. M.
Your
some means or establishing an interletter not received. Kindly write
national rating rule for racing yachts, me full particulars regarding Walter
which would do away with the be- H. Jones' death In your city, January
wildering and annoying differences In 7th. and please wire dat
letters
the rules of different countries and mailed. Answer deadhead.
H
K
make it possible for yachtsmen In all SUTHERLAND."
parts of the world to conform with the
The city marshal answered that b
rules of rating, wherever yacht races had im January 13 forwarded all letare held, without being compelled to ters and papers to A. J. Sutherland,
build separate yachts for each coun- at Sutherland, Va.
try. The United States are representMr. Winders also sent a brief aced by two delegates, who have been count of the affair along with clippings
instructed, however, to take no active from the various papers.
part in the conference, to the extent
From the fact that the town of
of voting on any propostion. They Sutherland bears the same name as
may, however, urge the adoption of the party sending above, and as Mr.
the American rules and may furnish S. E. Sutherland, of Wilson, N. C, has
any Information that will assist in authority to deadhead his messages, it
illustrating Its merits. It is believed would appear that Mr. Jones' relathat the Amorlcan rule now in force tives in the east are people of means
In the principal yacht clubs hi the best and prominence in
their section of
that could bo devised and will receive the country, and will undoubtedly see
favorable consideration by the English that Justice be meted out to the party
and other foreign delegates.
who Indirectly caused the death of
Great IJritain Is represented by W, Jones.
P. Burton and H. K. Froude; France,
Germany, Denmark. Sweden. Sprain, MANAGER RICABY AND
itaiy, iortugai, and Switzerland are
also represented in the conference.
HIS BADGER FIGHTER
n

Price of Money, Wool, Metals in This Afternoon There Was a Con- the Market of
Considerable Tendency to
Today.
Rally Indicated.
Cleveland. Ohio, Jan. 15 P. R.
Fahey & Co., stock and grain brokers,
announced today that their firm will
go into liquidation ami retire from
business owing to the speculations of
trusted- - employes and the continued
of the senior member, P. K.
Fahey.
In the official statement Issued by
the firm, customers are requested to
close all transactions at once. In
carrying out his speculations, the em- ploye, It is said, so altered and falsi- fled Individual accounts that it will
prove a complicated
matter to
straighten them out. A member ot
the firm said today: "We are simply
going into liquidation and no one will
lose a cent as the result of our retiring from business."

New York, Jan. 15. At 9:15 the
following bulletin of the condition of
Marshall Field was issued by his phy- siclans at the Holland house:
"N W the end of the seventh day
r disease. Field's condition
remains
critical. There Is no improvement."
At. 10 o'clock this morning, Stanley
ield, a nephew, said his uncle's con- dition was hopeless and that his death
appeared only as a matter of bours.
1he following bulletin was Issued
hy the physicians of Marshall Field
J"8' after 1 o'clock:
"There Is no
change for the better In Mr. Field's
condition.
He continues to grow
weaker.
At 3 o'clock Field had rallied con
siderably.

OPERATIVES AND MEN
HOLD COAL CONVENTION
Money Is Easy.
New York, Jan. 15. Coal operators,
New York, Jan. 15. Money on call,
firm, 4gj6c; prime mercantile paper, including the big railroad operators
as well as Individual mine owners,
5R5V.,c; silver. 650.
will meet the miners' representatives
in about two weeks, it was said yes
Wocl Market Good.
terday by tho president of a coal road,
St. I.ouls, Jan. 15. Wool market, The exact date of the
has
steady; territory and western medi- not been fixed. Presidentconference
George Baer
ums, 28ff?30c; fllne mediums, 2226c; or the Heading and President John
fine, 1921c.
Mitchell of the United Mine Workers,
The Metal Market.
New York, Jan. 15
Iead, easy
$5.65; copper, dull. 18 (ft 19c.
St. Iouls, Jan. 15. Spelter, weaker,
52Mi.

STILL ASKING

recently reached an agreement for
the conference. The railroad operators have not outlined their attitude
towards the miners, it is said, for the
reason that the miner have not
AGED NEWSPAPER MAN
their cae fully.
PAYS NATURE'S DEBT
BIG CONVENTION
OF
Galveston, Jan. 15. Col. Roliert O.
UNITED MINE WORKERS Lowe, owner and publisher of the
Indianapolis, aJn. 15. The seven- Galveston News, died today after a
teenth annual convention of the Unit- short Illness, aged 70. During the
ed Mine Workers of America will as- war Ixwe was in the Confederate
semble in Tomlinson hall tomorrow army and attained the rank of major.
mornlug. It is
that practical- After the war he bought an Interest
ly all of tho 1.200 delegates will be In the Galveston News.
He Is surp res ear.
vived by his widow and two sons.
pre-senie-

-

--

AN ACCOUNT
BOUT TOLD

OF THE BISBEE
IN THIS CITY.

The boys with the West minstrels,
are telling a good Joke on Manager
Rlcaby. of the minstrels. He has with
him a small white dog, which Is one of
the fiercest badger fighters in the
country. While the company were
at Klsbee, Arizona. Mr. Kicaby was
persuaded to let his noble canine enter the ring with a badger, and after a
number of sports had assembled and
exclement ran high the badger was
let out of Its cage and a spirited con-te- st
took place. To even up affairs
and to make the Disbee sporta feel
ike they bad tackled a true member
of the fraternity, Mr. Rlcaby asked
SOCORRO TO HAVE
an no take something," at his ex- ponse. It ig quite likely that Manager
A NEW BANK
Rlcaby will have his white canine at
the Elks' social session tonight after
the show, and if Joe Sheridan can be
THE WELL KNOWN JOSEPH PRICE
persuaded to bring on his badger, s
WILL BE AT HEAD OF NEW INHarrisburg, J'a.. Jan. 15. The extra ial and representative
to set-t- o
districts;
may enbetween the
STITUTION.
of the state legislature
of provide for the government of cities liven matters a little animals
bit.
'
FVnnsvlvania, called together by Gov- - of 'ht flrHl l'laB and the Proper
of the power exercised by HADLEY 13 HOPEFUL
ern r IVnnyracker, for the purpose of tributlon
Blu.n municipalities.
This refers par
OF HIS OIL CASE
Socon", X. M.,.Ijii. 15. Thees- conquering certain proposed reiorm Ocularly to the repeal of the law
St. Ijruls. Jan. 15. Attorney GentaHishment of a tl rot class bank-i- s
on various subjects, was known 'as the 1'hlladelhpla "Ripper," eral Hadley
from New York
lng institution with Joseph Price
hereopnn-,this morning, with the taking awav from the mayor of Fnil- - last night. arrived
He said, regarding the
if at Its head is now
cu.-mary
Among
So
i
ceremonies.
for
the adelpbia the authority to appoint a refusal of Rogers to answer questions
Mil.j.-c'.corro. Preliminary arrangements
to be connldered by the legls- - director of Public Safety aud a dlrec- - that the remarks
of Judge (Jlldersleeve
for opening the same is well unH iring the cx'ra session are
the tor of Public Works, and authorizing at the close of the arguments Saturder way and February 1 will probla
A
to fnablu contiguous their appoini nient to be made by the day were significant. They
f..:,'ini::
came as
ably be the day of opening.
i;:- .- in the Mime counties to be unit- - city council.
Among minor matters near to forecasting a decision in our
:t
This will till a loin; t. want in
in on- municipality with a view of to be considered ar(J a law to desig- - favor as
could be expected from the
Socorrj and every indication is
li.r. rtMni! the cost of municipal ad- - nate the amoust to be expended each beiu:h. The
court stated that th
ihis refers to the Great- - year in the erection of county bridges questions
that the new institution will open
Roger appeared whol'th a spleadid business. Mr.
r !it:Mi:ir! Hi", for the consolidation and to take such other measures in ly
ma'erial and pivper. Nw York
Price needs no introduction to
r
:h.' cities of Pittsburg and Alle- io them as safety may require, people showed mo every considers
Socorro citizens ami nis financial
An act ot this kind was passed and a law to al lish fees in the offices Hon. and l
am graterul. I will return
ability brings to the new institul.y Hi" las' legislature, but was de- - of the necretary of tho commonwealth to Ne w
York to resume the hearing.
by the su- and the insurance commissioner. One
ciiir. il ur.coiis'.itiitloual
tion the confidence r.ecissary for
success. He will
pnin, court. Another matter to be of tlie most liniKirtant bills is t hat In USUAL DAILY FIRE
assisted in
the banking bvmc- - ' his son.
coiiMi rei! - t increase the interest regard to the redisricting of the
CONSUMES PROPERTY
paid by bai.k.-- . trust, companies and state, which would materially change
Edward Price, wm. .also well
( larlivilie, Tenn., Jan. 15
The Dun-iu- p
for the use of the politiia! complexion of the leg
situ, ar iti.-- i .Mr,
known.
Milling company' plant
as dani-.'- !
er'. Other subjuctg are iulaiure and considerably
s'ate inoiii
by tire today to tile extent of
ttu
to redpport'un the tate Into senator- - lieptc semaUou ut Allegheny.
J.'iO.OOO.
FOR

PATRICK'S RESPITE
Albany, Jan. 15. A joint request by
former Senator David 11. Hill, Judge
W. K. Olcott and District Attorney
William Travers Jerome of New York
county, for a reprieve of at least sixty
days for Albert T. Patrick, under sen
tence to die next week, for tho mur
der of William Marfch Rice, was the
net result of the hearing hedd today
before Governor Higgin.--. The governor said he would lakf the request
under consideration.
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It will not purges sicken, nor
upset the stomach.
Because it is not a
driver," like Salts, Sodium, Calomel, Jalap,
Senna, nor Aperient
Waters,
These waste Digestive J ui ces ol the
syste m needed tomorrow, in merely
flushing out the Bowels today.
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Health-Insuranc- e.

Cas-care-

Prm AftorMM Dlteettr.ee.
tartar! CKy era Cumty CIkdIXIm.

Urrat Im

round-corner-

Cascarets act like
exercise.
" If carried in your
Vest Pocket, (or carried in My Lady's
Purse), and eaten
just when you suspect you need one,
you will never know a
sick day from the
ordinary Ills of life.

wit

Neither is it like
Oil, Glycerine,
Bocau3e.ftear!yall
Castor
vtwnttU
these Ills begin In
or other Oily Laxathe Bowels, and
tives that simply
Showing ti-- t of 'Vest Pocket"
partial
Constipation
lubricate the IntesINVESTIGATING
Cjscarrt Rox compared to Watch.
paves the way for
tines for transit of
all other TVbeases.
ANDREWS MINES the food stopped up in them at that partic
"Vest Pocket" box 10 cents.
ular time.
Be sure you get the genuine, made
These emergency drugs relieve the
Immediate trouble, but do not relieve its
only by the Sterling Remedy Company,
Pennof
W. Cunningham
and never sold in bulk. Every tablet
Cause.
"
stamped "CCC."
The same trouble will therefore recur
sylvania, LooKing Into T.
again till that Cause is removed permanently.
Estate.
Lee
FREE TO OUR. FRIEND5I
The chief cause of Constipation and
We want to tend to our friends a beaotlfrjl
Indigestion Is a weakness of the Muscles
BONBON BOX
in colors. It is a beauty for the
ASSESSMENT WORK that contract, the Intestines and Bowels.
SUPERINTENDS
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
measure of rnod faith and to cover cost of Cascarets
e practically to the Bowel
Carcareia
with whlchWs dainty trinket Is loaded.
?i s
Muscles what a Massage and Cold Bath
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Yorir.
Sterling Remedy Company. Chirarnnr N
John W. Cunningham, assistant are to the Athletic Muscles.
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HERE

John

Clarke's

French-desiim-

trust officer ot the Dollar Savings
Fund and Trust company, of Allegheny. Pa-- , who represents the estate
of the late T. Iee Clarke, former
treasurer of the Santa Fe Central

I

INDIANS

TO BE

EM

PLOYED ON CARLSBAD DAM

Railway company and ex cashier of
the Bnterprlse National bank of Allegheny, who shot and killed himself
several months ago as the result of
alleged shortages in accounts, went
to Hanta Fe last Friday night and
Is a guest at the Claire hotel.
He remained in that city until Sun-daafternoon, passing down the road
last night. Mr. Cunningham has been
for the past two weeks at Andrews
ramp. Sierra county, In the Hills-liormining district, superintending
the assessment, work on the mining
claims In which Clarke was Interested wilh Delegate W. H. Andrews.
To Make Inventory.
He returns to Andrews to take an
inventory of the property to find to
what extent It will figure In the settle
ment of the estate.
The property is known under the
general heading of "The Andrews
Camp" and comprises about half a
dozen properties, the value of which
are not now known. There is also a
largo quantity of mining machinery,
a large comfortable house, d and gome-lfurnished,' and a pipe line, conduct
Ing water about six miles to the camp,
which Is In fine repair.
Mr. Cunningham In an interview

CONDAGNETT
RECLAMATION
WITH
SULTS
SERVICE ENGINEERS'1 REGARDING EMPLOYMENT.

AGENT

OUTING

WANT

POPULAR

They stimulate the Bowel Muscles to
contract, expand, and squeeze the Digestive Juices out of food eaten.
Ca3careta do 'this naturally, without
purging or discomfort.
They don't help the Bowels and Liver
in such a way as to make them lean upon
timllar assistance for the future.
This is why, with Cascarels, the dose
may be lessened each succeeding
time instead of Increased, as it
must be with all succeeding doses
of other Cathartics and Laxatives.

little
EE the thin,
Enamel Bon below I When
carried in your vest pocket it
means
It contains Six Candy Tablets of
pleasant taste, almost as pleasant as
ch ocolate.
Each tablet is a working dose of
which acts like Exercire on the
Bowels and Liver.

Ppr Bernalillo County
mUl
mm4 City cf Albuquerque.
TIN

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

The Little Doctor in
your Vest Pocket

THE EVENING CITIZEN

MUCH CONCERNED
ABOUT THE SHFEP
REPORTS ARE THAT MANY HAVE
AND WILL SUFFER FROM THE
STORM.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

l

COLUMNS

i

IYl
The Citizen s Classified Columns Promote Business
Here you'll find
what you've been
for.

looking

On

cent per word, each
sertion.
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

In-

15c.

Make your wants
known ttirougn
these column.

4

br wrftinr tie

live, dental nt Technical men.
employer
wiioni wo
office

One ol the
- ,

leiu- ,0CO

-

imrtemtanH "'mnh'nJ
mnunlivhopmitiom.
K.celleni oprwrtmitT

permenent ularir

A

poeilmn deured.

Write

dvancement.

HAPCOOOS (Inc.), Brain Broker
I7 Chemical Bulldiog. St.

U"

VVANTEw

Two dining loom girls a
WANTED
the Columbus hotel:
Help at once; four women
WANTKD
and two girls; good wages. Our
work fine. Troy Hand Laundry,
No. 212 West Silver avenue.
Ueuuemeu s second-hauWiAiNfED
clothing. No. &15 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweenpy. proprietor
woman cook at
A good
WANTKD
the Conimei cinl hotel, Helen. N. M.
Address, H
Must have references.
Kutz. proprietor Commercial hotel.
Helen, N. M.

ANTED At once, competent, salts-mefor general store; must speak
Spanish and know how to keep
stock In order. References re
quired. Apply to the Belen Mercantile company. Helen New Mexico.
MALE HELP WANTED.
THREE YOUNG MEN to prepare for
destralile positions in Government
Fine opporService. Good salai
tunity for promotion. Address l'. S.'
Citizen.
FOR RENT
OR RENT Pleasant rooms, hoi anu
cold water; steam heat; home cook
ing. Casa de Oro.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
housekeeping.
524 West Kanroau
avenue.
OR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
single and en suite. Call 51 w.
Railroad avenue. Mrs. V. Maestas.
houses,
OR RENT Four and
new and modern. W. H. McMillion,
real estate dealer, 211 West Gold
avenue.
OR RENT Newly furnlsneu rooms;
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
preferred.
Garcia bldg., 504 West
Railroad avenue.
OR RENT Two fine large office
rooms facing Railroad avenue, in
IS. 1. Armijo li'IHUing; steam item.
Enquire room 17.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished cot- age flats, two aud three rooms, $iu
aud $15 per month. Mrs. Norris,
524 John street, east end of viaduct.

Co

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

--

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

A GOOD

Ii

ontctfmi Tftst
ALBUQUERQUE,

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
POSITION
SECURE
Co Loan
Money
Pinf
Furniture, Pianos, Organs. Horses
Opportunity

A.

..UOW

ft- -

On

Wagons and other Chattels; also oak
SALARIES AND WAREHUUSE RH
CE1PTS, as low hs $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods re-main In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. CalN and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
V
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.
Responsible
Reliable
REAL E8TATE.

K

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.

for Rent.

New

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA
PORTERFIELD

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. anrt Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh
J. C. Baldridtfe
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
O. E. Cromwell
Georae Arnot

SOLOMON

Several House

and

A

SANTA

FE RY.

CO.,

110 W. Gold.

Keep Your Eye on Thi
PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Space.

ALBUQUERQUU,

CARUS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
hours. 8:20 a. m.. to 12:;:u p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointment8 made by mail.
LAWYERS.

N.

1C.

Officers sad Director.
JOSH.'JA J. RA Y"NOLD
M
W. Kl.OURNOY
HANK McKEK
H
A. FP.OdT
r. RAYNOLDS

a

....ttn

M

Ttoe PiwkUsA

Trinidad sheep men are deeply con
Charles E. Dagnett. outing agent of cernwl In reports which are coming
storm
0. S. DEPOSITORY.
the United States Indian Department, trom New Mexico regarding acausing
in charge of the Indian employment In which is raging there and
Authored Capital
mmm
the southwestern slates, is in Kl Paso much damage to the sheep flocks, says
imWUI
to confer with Chief Engineer Newell the Trinidad Advertiser. Many of the
Paid Up Capita!. Sitrpiuft and Profits
It&e.v&tM
and Supervising Engineer Hall In re local peop;e have heavy Interests all
gard to the employment of Indians on through the storm swept sectiou.
PepocMory for Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Goats?
Sheep raisers In the great, sheep
the Carlsbad and Hondo irrigation pro- producing
country in New Mexico
Bernard S. Rodey.
jects, says the El Paso Herald.
Albuqueruc
W.
ATTO RN
After meeting the two engineers In lying between Carrlzozo end Tucum
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
general control of the work, Mr. Dag cari, are panic stricken. The storm
business pertaining to the profession
nett will leave for Carlsbad, where he now raging In that section has as
Will practice in all courts of the tern
Ensumed gigantic pro isirt ions.
will consult with Constructing
tory and before tne united otaie
If there is a fall of three feet of
gineer Held, In charge of the work ai
land office. '
regarding the laborers snow over the cntiro country, as there
Carlsbad.
now appears to lie, it will nienn the
Ira M. Bond.
needed.
VV.
32 F street
ATTORN
From Carlsbad. Mr, Dagnelt will go loss of thousands of head of sheep
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
to Roswell. and then he will return to in central New .Mexico, ami in many
FOR BALE
arrange-- ' instances it rer.re.sems iu neruciu
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
OF ALBUQUERQUE
leave to make
and
El Paso,
, -- 1
.
u- i
T.ii..,a ' -- ni tr..v Of course must depends on SELL, RENT OR TRADE ijst your letter patents, trade marks, claims
wespaaaen,
L.
the
ground.
property
If
T.
of
with
the
R. W. D. Bryan.
On the Santa Fe, west of Albuquer the condition
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
South Broadway.
eurth was moist and snow remains
que,
grass
covering
four-rooall the
frame resi que, N. M. Office, First National
OR SALE A
Albuquerque is Mr. Dagnett's head- on tue ground,
CAPITAL
re t$a$9rHt.$9
dence, No. 1107 South Arno street Bank building.
quarters. His duty Is to see that tiie the situation Is hopeless, and there
,
DEPOSITS' . . rm
a a.
9M$,9t.M
eaaat
t
sheep
For particulars, call on premises.
E. W. Dobson.
Indians get a "square deal when iney will be vast numbers of starved
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
are employed by contractors. The gov- On the other band, if the ground was FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi
W aat
ad a very satlafaotory growth sjaes
ernment stands In a parental relation dry there Is a bare possibility that
ness for city property. 1. L.
well block, Albuquerque. N. M.
said:
into drifts to the
wwa en
our Baa, u Jo a mrw
uauiaauagia,
300 South Broadway.
the Indians, and careful su- the snow will blowportion
H.
Stinale.
John
"I came here primarily, to see that towards
of the coun PTm SALE Iutlian trading post;
aa opportunity to show yoa ar uparlor facUKlts).
necessary
insure extent that some
to
16, N
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite
all assessment work and other busi- pervision Is
evil results front the contract try will have enough grass exposed
building, Albuquerque
good location and a paying business. T. Armijo
ness affairs relative to this property against
to cany the herds over, II tlio storm
employment of the red men.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
N. M.
was done properly.
N. MARRON, Presi .Veal O. A. lUrtllMOK,
this
very
long
duration,
and
is
not
of
saint,"
means
la
by
a
no
"The Indian
"I wanted to visit the territory
considerably
B. HERN DOM, Oashler. HOT UeBONAU),
ARCHITECTS.
J.
losses
would
the
lessen
a
better
is
"but he
Hardman
A hauasome
capital so 1 went up to spend Sunday said Mr. Dagnette,
p. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
There are immense sheep Interests OR SALiO fine
average
drifting
Ameri
man
the
than
regardmen
almost
business
and
with
condition
cooler
piano,
In
building
and
Barnett
ford, rooms
few in New Mexico, and among the largest
For particu Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
ing certain affairs. During the week can of the class which wanders a over
new. at a bargain.
ranches are those of L. F. Churchill
omce.
I shall return to Andrews, which is days at a' time here and there
lars, call at this
of Pasture, N. M., containing 0(1,000
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
only a short distance from Hlllslioro. the country.
saddle poney,
gov- head of sheep, and a third as many FOR SALE A nice
of
policy
longer
the
a
no
Is
property.
it
the
of
inventory
an
and take
and
har
saddle
hand
second
also
Goldenhergs
on
are
ranch
of
the
the
A. L. Morgan.
ernment to give bread to the Indiaus.
" Value Not Known.
ness. W. II. McMillion. real es
ESTABLISHED 187$
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC- 0 "OLD RELIABLE"
Instead, it Is the government's pur- Those ranches indicate the size of
avenue
Gold
211
West
tatp
dealer,
expert
and
throughout
a
that
mineral
am
not
"I
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
pose to give the Indians the means of most of the ranches
hence cannot say ,what value, if any, earning their bread. They make good country, all of which will sustain great FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in cheerfully furnished; job work solicY
La
terested In mines? I nave some ited. Automatic phone, 724: shop at
the mines represent. As to the other laborers on contract work, such as losses from the storm in progress un
property, I am not prepared to make railroad construction, or the building less there Is an early abatement, and
aald to he good deals. Talk with 911 North Second street, Albuquer
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
que, N. M.
this is not the prospect now
a statement at present as I have only of irrigation works."
way.
given attention to assessment work.
Mr. Dagnett declares that he has no
PHYSICIANS.
barproperty
mining
a
FOR SALE $23,000 ranch at
"The shafts on the
sympathy with the industries with
ELKS
gain: will take small property in
are about 4 feet down and many of which the Indians are closely identi ALBUQUERQUE
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
L.
A.
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
them are filled with water which It fied, such as blanket weaving, or bas
MAY GO TO DENVER
talk with F. L. McSpadden, Mi
will be necessary to pump out before ket makin?.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
South Broadway.
we can really estimate the value of
r..i;nn W"... laltm tciV filv
VT....1.. Jin......
Vann's drug store. Automatic
a
i nnnc
In the Southwest.
d
kin
r
ATTcun
uiv
what lies below. I understand that in months on a blanket,
'OR SALE $700 will buy equity in
telephone, 410.
UNITE WITH EL PASO DELEGA
s
some districts nothing of value Is sell for h or S." he said.
residence ou the best
In two
MUST,
DR. R. L.
ELKS' NEW
EL PASO
TION
found alove l.OoO feet, but whether days' work on a railroad he will have
street in the city; will rent for $45
AND
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
month; owner leaving town. F. L
Office,
that Is the case on this property 1 earned the money to buy a liettor HOME.
High- Broadway.
with
303
South
cannot Bay.
McSpadden.
treated
Tuberculosis
that
significant
fact
It
Is a
blanket.
ALBUQUER UBL N. M. Q
Paso lodge of Elks is mak FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
Frequency Electrical Current and Ger HRATLttOAJJWENJJB
"I have had a great experience out no Navajo Indian ever wears a Navajo IngThe El preparations
great
for the dedica
uo,
eacn
giveu
new
shotgun;
here as some of the people apparently blanket.
bran
Treatments
micide.
reled,
turn of their new hall which will take
try to take advantage of an eastern
never has been used; one of th from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
"The Indians will never advance
It Is
man. However, my work thus far while they put their time to so poor place about the first of Apr.il.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of In attendance. Both 'phones.
Sabe
Quleu
planning to send the
has been very satisfactorily carried on1 an advantage. They must compete on also
fice for particulars.
DR, J. D. NUSBAUM
to
club of that lodge to Denver
and I think in the next two weeks
at
sold
A bargain, if
equal terms with "the white men in
SALE
FOR
grand
session of the
can complete an Inventory. The other order to go forward. If they can do lodge the cominu
house, with bath, Practice limited to disease of the
once, one
to bo held In that city.
nose, ear, throat and lung.
properties in the Hillslioro district skilled labor, let them try their hand
or uufur
furnished
walks;
cement
Alhuquorqu
probability
In all
the
Room 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Adare at present not being operated to at it. If not, tliey must be satisfied lodge
lights
gas.
or
Electric
nished.
Hi
wilh
f
will
collaborate
Elks
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
a great extent but preparations are with nnsUllled labor until they are El l'aso lodge
dress. A. T., this office.
In sending a delegation
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephone:
being made at several camps to begin capable of soeinthlng better.
tr tllo irruml lull'... U'heil It IlieftS ill 'OR SALE One coiner lot, containDR. W. G. SHADRACH,
further operations Ibis spring.
Mr. Dagnett says that he does not.
frame cottages;
ing two
know whit class of Indians will
Several Improvements.
bath: cement walks on both streets: Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
discussed wit, this end in view by
good' shade; electric light and fuel
"New machinery Is beiug Installed put on the work at t airsnau, in case ,h( 11(.mi.r8 of the local lodge,
-Throat.
are made to funish thoi Ti.
gas on premises. Andreas, T. A. Occulist and and
iiiiinmenna l.nifo has had
at several places I noticed, and other arrangements
Aurtst for Santa Fe coast
onirilpl(1
It
depends
It
as
men
laborers.
red
As
since
being
wmd,.rful
made..
growth
office.
this
improvements are
ltru
West Railroad
lines.
Oilice, 313
soon as it is completed, 1 will make a the conditions existing among tne in- organization In this city, and is in
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan; avenue.
being
made
usually
In
effort
today
than
more
dlans.
the
flourishing
be
to
used
report on the property
condition
2(1 rooms, newly furnished
in now
to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Hour:
".settling
a n. m.
of Clarke and to give the work to those who will, it. ever was. A meeting will be hei
up
estate
city;
the
in
building:
location
best
"
upon
Reason
the affairs of the Enterprise National profit by it, whether Apaches, Nava-joes- soon for the purpose of deciding
fine Imsiness proposition.
UNDERTAKER.
I'inias or I'ueblos.
whether or not to send a delegation
;'ank."
for selling, poor health. Address
coiijunc
In
to
separately,
or
. j The speculations and tragic death
Denver
F. .1 this office.
Colo. Red 115.
Auto,
316.
'phone
Miracle.
A Modern
'ion with 1h El l'aso lodge.
,yut the late T. Lee Clarke are familiar
EXCHANGE.
A. BORDERS,
BUSINESS
seemed the re
I
City Undertaker.
t to ,New Mexico citizens as at the time ."Truly miraculous
Have propcri in
TO EXCHANGE
Half the World Wonder
covery of Mrs. MoIIIp Holt ot this
Building, Black
.Mtht papers were full of the affair.
Commercial Club
Missouri,
Kansas,
Iiwa,
Illinois.
who
Woodwas engaged with General place," writes .1. O. It. Hooper.
how the other half lives. Those
tma Emm
white hearse. $'..
and
Arizona
for
to
trade
Colorado
and
never
by
Arnica Salve
life ltucklen's
,JJF.raoc!ls J. Torrance and Senator ford. Tenn., "she was so wasted
property.
wltn
Talk
Albuquerque
ASSAYERS.
lungs.
wonder if It will cure Cuts, Wounds
Arthur Kennedy In the building and coughing up puss from her
me. T. L. McSpadden, 3u0 South
You deposit the cost of the heater. $2. You have the use of the
"
. operation of the Santa Ke Central and Doctors declared her end so near that Burns. Sores and all Skin Eruptions
Broadway.
CORBET S. COLLINS,
until the IMh of May; return ihe homer on or before that
heater
bedthev know It will.
Mrs. Grant Shy
in conjunction with that project, he the family had watched by her
and Mining Engineer. United
date and the $2 is yours again Ask about ii at Fourth street and
hours; when, at my 11 Si) K. Revnolds street. Springfield TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches Civil
was also Interested with Delegate An side forty-eigh- t
State Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Cold avenue. The (ias Man.
to trade for city property. T. L.
drews in the mining property above urgent request Dr. King's New Dis- 111., says; "1 regard It one of the ab
ASSAYERS.
McSpadden. 300 South Rroadway.
?,riiciitUU'd.
At the time these men covery was given her, with the aston- solute necessities of housekeeping
M.
N.
Fe.
The exchange man. East side of Plaza, Santa
McSPADDEN
r toad possession of the mining camp ishing result that improvement began, Guaranteed by all druggists, 2fc.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light' and Power Co.
See him for business exchanges.
LAND MATTERS.
illllsboro. It was supposed to lie aud continued until she finally com
300 South Broadway.
i!of zreaL value and doubtless will prove pletely recovered, and is a healthy GAMBLED AWAY MONEY
H. W. 8. Otero,
-- rao if lit is again
operated on a large woman today." Guaranteed cure for
and THEN SUICIDED
LOST.
United States Court Commissioner.
liee.lime ni harl rumbled awaV hla HOST
coughs and colds. r0c and $1.00 at all
settle.
Railroad 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
Near First and
druggists. Trial bottle free
moiifv. A. " Dnvidson. aged 30 yean
avenue, pocket flash light. Kindly to matters before 'the land office.
E FILL
went 1t hi hnnit In Hisbee. Ariz., and
t ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
return to baggage room,
PURCHASED BOOK OF
lying down alongside his wife, ble
merchantTailoring
GREAT INTEREST i.nt ki
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
FOUND.
' hi Notice is hereby given that the un
NEXT TO BANK Of COMMERCE
,avj(lh()1. wa" . ,iner, who went to
President I.. H. I'rince. of the His
...dersigned, Francisco Armijo y Otero
star pin, with pearls UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
FOl'ND
i
Mexico.
Society
New
.
.i
of
leal
Hist,,
U a as been duly appointed
by t lie pro--from ki l'aso several months
AVENUE, O.
and diamonds. Owner can recover
RAILROAD
value, ago.
203 W. Railroad Are.
At Consistent Prices
and had steady employment. Ills
iiate court of Bernalillo county. New just purchased a book of togreat
same by calling at Murphy & Pat,
PROPRIETOR
It
get.
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copies of which are hard
Creek.
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the
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for
Mexico,
reside
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administrator
at
and
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this
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lim r......
f.hjB deceased wife, Margarita .1...
umii'iiru
notice.
My merchant tailoring stiop Is
elate
Indigestion Overcome.
Muutoya, de Armijo. All persons who Mk.il it Ik .in,, of th most Interesting
209 West Railroad aveNo.
over
stair
by
the
of
history
overcome
Indigestion
easily
wilh the
is
MINES
are indebted to her said estate are lis(ks connected
15
nue, where I solicit the
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Antis Are Pushing Hard House
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is Reducing
His Weight.

BEGIN THIS YEMR
FIRST Boost for ALBUQUERQUE.
SECOND Buv a few chean suhurhan lots in thm FQtom
a
plan only $10 down, balance $1 per week.
. THIRD A few dollars invested every month in these lots will
result in a nice stake in a
years.
FOURTH Look out for some bierv developments.
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- put
will
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querque real estate on the raise.
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Washington, Jan. 15. It was a se
vere blow to Speaker Cannon when he
discovered that the statehood revolt
had reached' formidable proportion.
All thin week the prestige of the house
organization has nun in the balance.
Both sides' made confident claims;
neither has felt any great degree of
confidence. It has been a case where
the absence of a single memler. had a
vote been taken, might have changed
the result.
That the claim of confidence on the
part of the houHe leaders was not
waa evidenced by the fact
that they gave a full week more for
dekate on the Philippine tariff bill
man had been Intended. Last week It
was the Intention to force a vote on
the Philippine bill on Monday or Tuesday. Compelled to recogize that the
insurgents were likely to defeat the
statehood rule. Speaker Cannon decided to let the members talk tariff
while "Jim" Watson, of Indiana, the
republican 'whip." went out lo bring
the wayward ones Into camp.

Smf tiy En westmm

W. H. GREER, President
SOLOMON LUNA, Vice President
M. W. FLOURNOY, Secretary - Treasuier

D. O. K. SELLERS, Agent

OWNERS

For Sale by all Real Estate Dealers

fully-Justifie-

than two months nor more than one Fairbanks is noticeably built on op
year
posite lines, snaw Is smell and wiry
There is further talk of a measure and Root looks like an arthiete in perto increase the assessment and taxa- fect form.
tion of railroad and mining pro'perty
It was plain that something had to
in Arizona.
It is alleged that the be done. Mr. Taft had to' reduce or
rate of taxation in the territory is the others had to fatten up,1 else the
low. and that the United States has a race wouldn't be a fa4r one.
The
right to Increase the taxation and ap- others showed no disposition to put
ply the revenues for what purposes on iiesn. Mr. Tart decided that 250
congress may direct.
pounds would be a good weight tor
the presidential handicap, so he set
anout taking off 64 pounds of superPremonition of Punishment
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' '
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Office,
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Land
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470). and that said Droof will be made by the act of February 21, 1893. (27 by the act cf February 21 1893 (27 bv the act of February 21, 1893, (17
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before the U. S. Court Commissioner states 470). and that said proof will States.. 470), and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will
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be made before the United States be made before
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and aggressive part In the effort to having to bear the brunt of the blows upon which the Secretary depends. at Albquerque, N. M.. on the 7th day court
commissioner at Albuquerque, court commissioner at Albuquerque. court commissioner at Albuquerque.
bring the recalcitrants into line for which the stalwarts deliver. Mr. Bab He shuns potatoes, starchy foods, pas of February, 1906, vl: Jesus Garcia,
N. M., on the 29th day of January.
the administrative measure. He had eock Is chairman of the committee of try, sweets, and fat meats, and only ror tne small Holding Claim No. 569, N. M , on February 15, 1906., viz., .N. M.. on the 19th dav of February, 1906.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
he found worked well, to "give and heal ihe breach in the house) majority itum.
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which statehood hat) brought about.
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(Small Holding Claim No. 323.)
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Statehood advocates were told they Certainly, there will be no great biscuits, rolls and rusks are also cut
MANUEL R. OTERO.
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must accept this measure or nothing; amount of sympathy between the in out. In their stead, toast and u spec- Department of the Interior. United
MANUEL R. OTERO.
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States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
if Arizona and New Mexico were not surgents and the stalwarts during the ial brand of biscuits, warranted not to
Register.
January 3, 1906.
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$54), as amended the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
support
act upon it as well as upon the food proof in
of his claim under by tne act ofStats..
21, 1S93, (27 470), and that said proof will be made
February
tion, i( their votes are essential.
guarantee
to
its
purity
maturity
POISONING.
and
UNCONSCIOUS
keeping up until perforation of the sections 16 and 17 of the act of March Stats., 470). and that said
.
proof will before the U. S. Court Commissioner
The most serious set back to the
fact-In
but
not
printers'
ink
In
(26
1891
3.
How it Often Happens From Coffee.
Stats., 854), as amended by
stomach occurs. In advanced cases of
made before U. 8. Court Commis- at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
was when Mr. Tawney of
For these reasons Budwelser, King ulcer of the stomach there la much the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats., be
February, 1906, viz: Pedro GalleMinnesota, their former chief, an"I hud no idea," writes a Duluth of Bottled Beers, must and does com discomfort after eating, with a con- 470), and that said proof will be made sioner at Albuquerque, N, M., on the of
gos y Gonzales, for the small holding
day
8th
February,
1906,
of
Vis:
nounced that he would support the man, "that it was the coffee I had mand a higher price than any other stant gnawing
U.
S.
Court Commissioner Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for
sensation
between before the
speaker's program. Mr. Tawney said been drinking all my life that was beer, and at the fcinie time has a meals, pain
the claim No. 661 in Sees. 3, 10 and 11,
from the pit of the stom- at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day Small Holding Claim No. 1076, in T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
his sympathies were wholly with the responsible for the lieadaches which greater sale than all other bottled ach
1906.
February,
Apodaca.
of
viz: Juan
back to the shoulder blade..
He names the following witnesses
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N., R. 2 E.
insurgents, but that since he had been were growing upon me, for the dyspep- beers.
At the first symptom- - of Indiges- for the lot 1. sees. 23 and 24, and lot
names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adverse '
He
made chairman of appropriations, and sia that no medicines would relieve,
7
Anheuser-lSucT.
2
23.
R.
sec.
2,
N..
E.
Brewing Ass'n, St. tion, treatment should :v once lie
to prove bis actual continuous ad- possession of said tract for twenty
therefore, one of the house leaders. It and for the acute nervousness which Louis, U. S. A.
He names the following witnesses verse possession
started with
a Th-- is a scienof said tract for years next preceding the survey of
would not become him to oppose the unfitted me not only for work but
prove
his
actual continuous adverse tweuty years
tific remedy adapted
ideally to to
next preceding the sur- the township, viz:
house organization, and, therefore, he also for the most ordinary sxial funcBaid
for
of
twjenty
possession
tract
one purpose, the cun- of
Jose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
BROTHER OF SENATOR ELKINS
vey of the township, viz:
would follow the mandate of the state- tions.
next,
,
the survey of
REAPPOINTED POSTMASTER. troubles. It Is so utii!onnv success- yearstownshitip,preceding
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.; M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome, ft. M.;
hood caucus.
viz:
But at la.-- t the truth dawned upon
the
S. H. Elkins. who has been postt o.
ful that J. H. Hi;.
&
give a
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M ; Jose Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M .; Ber
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.; Aragon
tne. I fort with bade the harmful bevat Columbia. Missouri, for the signed guarantee with
wry fo cent
y Bernal, of Tomo,
N. M.; nardo Gallegos, of Tome. N. M.
Serious Thinks Threatened.
Garcia,
erage a prompt fan well, ordered in master
Valencia,
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N.
M.;
Jesus
Any person who desires to protest
refundecj
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Albuquer
Salazar
The men who have charge of the ome Istnm siid began to use it. The past idghi years, was reappointed by box that the inor..y will
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who knows of any substantial reaH gI)irii,,(
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all the weapons at their lisposal. No were apparent
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desires
Any
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within a very few days.
the allowance of said proof, or son under the laws and regulations
etaanoe to deal the opposition a blow My headaches grew less frequent, and tn(. apunl ment, which was settled In GASOLINE EXPLODES.
against the allowance of said proof, against
Mr Klkins' favor as the conduct of
who knows of any substantial reason of the luterior Department why such
A TINNER.
BURNING
is overlooked. It is asserted that a uw.easeu m
any
of
reawho
lnows
substantial
vr
loiem e, my
t1(. otlice by him lias been very exem- Francis
a tinner employed at son utnl- -r the laws and regulations against the laws and regulationj
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lie the erew siror.g ami amc t digest ni
i,:arv and sal islactorv to the depart-- ! George H igerman's
pi nnning shop. of
wfay such given an opportunity at the
the
Department
Interior
chairman of a committee that is suply-iu- rood without distress
Department
why
Interior
such
tl
of any kind, my
Mr. Elkinsi Phoenix, was quite
time and place to
and to the peopl
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hurt in proof hould not be allowed will be proof should not be allowed will be
much of l;ie sinews of war ror the
the witnesses of said claiman explosion at t lmt
given an opportunity at the above
t
.iMIshnieni pive:, nu opportunity at the
statehood men, operates the lo enjoy lite with my neighbors anfl.tlu.- C'errlllos mining district,
ant and to offer evidence In rebuttal
where aturii:iy morning abo;:: 11 o'clock.
mentioned time and place to cross-elargest gambling house in the terri- sleep soundly o'uights.
time and place to
My physical; be is interested in some mines.
of that submitted bv claimant.
says the Gazette.
amine
the
claimant,
witnesses
of
said
tory, and the only licensed gambling
of
claimwitnesses
said
the
and nerve Miwer have in- - ing the '7us he was a resident of the
MANTEL R. OTERO. Register.
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house In the United States. The man- creased so much that I can do double capital.
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lie is a brother of United pairing with a soldering
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cf
feel no un-- States Senator S. II. K kins.
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January 15 West's Minstrels.
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Printers Strike
Tbe strike of union printers, inaugurated

0000X00X0000000XXKX0XCC4I

Water Prospects in
Rio Grade Valley
Government Crop Service.

on January
while not
involved; Is one of the ually large for

to enforce a demand Tor the
the argest In point of number
history, kb.Vh the Oom- greatest strikes in recent In
day In the
The movement for the eicht-hombner.
printing Industry was inaugurated three years r.go, nnd
.
. .t
. .. . .
.n......tf..n .,f
- Tvno- w. fl.
...v. Tnt.irnfltlnnnl
BHIOIIgl.Ml imnrw'KFti
ai lOe
formally Biibmltted to a
graphical tinlon the queBtlo
referendum vote of the members of the organization.
being
It carried by an overwhelming majority, the date
ratified
was
referendum
fhe
1.
1906.
Hod for Jannarv
at the St. Louis contention in 1!"4, and again at the
Toronto convention In 1905.
Immediately after the referendum vote the International officers advised local unions not to make contraets
extending beyond the date fixed for the Inauguration oi
the eight hour day. The United Typothetae, composed
of employing printers, prepared to resist the demand,
and In pursuance of an outlined policy forced the situation In a number of cities prior to the first of the year.
In El Paso, for example, they forced the Issue as much
A beginning was made In
as a year and a half ago.
the trouble extended to
August,
In
and
curly
Detroit
Chicago, Bunalo. Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha and other
etght-hoyxda-
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In Colorado.
In the region drained by the Klo Grande, especially
In the Shu Juan mountains, the Mock of snow Is unus-

'

Sale of Children's
Suits and Overcoats

WEST MINSTRELS TONIGHT
There can be no quest! n regarding
the solidltv of the William H. West
Hie Jubilee Minstrels, nn organization
con, prising not only the cream of the
ly
burnt cork talent, bin on
recognized "ti the grounds of actual
novelty.
Manager Rlcahy's arrangements for
this season have encompassed a
object towards the bringing
together some of the greatest and
most original f attire acts ever associated with minstrels, the ciiief
having been to draw from the
vaudeville headllners. the best male
talent, of the inventive order, and ye(
It. was found mcessnry to Invade thJ
ranks to secure so
iniislrnl
potent an a:tracion as that provided
by the Swor liros . Bert and Johnny.
comedians!
two eminently qualified
whose services were invaluable to.
"The Wizard of )z."
Tho WVst .Minstrels arrived from
Wsbee. Arl.. ves'crday morning, and
will appear at the Elks opera house
tonight.

this time of year, and similar conditions
prevail near the head of the Animus.
The depths given
in the table will doubtless be materially modified for the
better by the later snowfalls, which, as a rule, furnish
the water for the early part of the Irrigation season; the
present depths, however, will be a factor In the flow of
midsummer, after, the later snows have disHppeured.
The following extracts show the prevailing conditions
at representative points:
Amethyst Snowfall greatRio Grande Watershed:
est In 10 years. Antelope Springs In Antelope Park the
ground Is covered by 15 Inches of early and settled snow,
while at timber line and above the depth Is 5 or 6 feet,
insuring a good and long flow. Creede Full greatest
Wagon Wheel Gap The snow that fell
In 15 years.
was unusually wet. Jasper More on range than at any
Fort Garland
time Bince 1897; gulches filling with Ice.
Present stock will not furnish much of a flow, but will
be favorable to conserving later falls. Moffat An average flow Is Indicated for Saguache creek.
Villa Grove
LOCAL ELKS SHOULD ATTEND
Snow has a hard crust.
gen-ral-

pur-M)s- e

All 13 and $.50 Suits, special
All 14 and $4.50 two piece Suits, Special
All 15.50, $6 and $6.50 three piece Suits, Special

J2.50
$3.50
$4.75
$3.00
$2.75
$4.00
$4.50

.

All three piece Chlldrens' Suits, 3 to 6 years, ranging
from $J.iu to$tl, Special price
Boys' Overcoats, all $1 ones at the Special price of
Boys Overcoals, all $6 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $6.50 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $8 ones at the Special price of
Boys' Overcoats, all $10 ones at the Special price of

$50,...$6.00

-

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

In New Mexico.

cities.

THE MINSTRELS TONIGHT AND
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 10. The snowfall during DeTHE SOCIAL SES6ION WHICH
YOU WON'T NEED .
cember was remarkably heavy In nearly all sections of
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL
WILL FOLLOW
SO MUCH MONEY
the territory, as shown by the accompanying table. The
COMMITTEE TO MEET to buy cigars that suit you. when you
g realest depth Is In the Manzano and Sandlu ranges, in
AfU"- - the drop of the final curtain
get the WHITE LILY. It's a cigar
he central portion of the territory, ulso the Capital! on tho Wests minstrel snow tonigiii
On the the company, most all of whom are
ange, where It Is from ti to 8 feet on the level.
Albuquerque. N. M., Jan. 12. 1905. that pleases men accustomed to pay--In- g
A meeting of the republican central
high prices for their favorite
tains of Santa Fe, Torrance, Guadalupe and Lincoln Elks, will Immediately repair to tue
ball room in the opera house building committee for Bernalillo county, terbrands as well as the smoker who
counties, it varies from six Inches to three feet.
enter- ritory of New Mexico, will be held at
never pays more than a nickel apiece
Most of the reports Indicate that the snow Is evenly where they will be met and
by the members of the local the office of
Bandera Americana,
his cigars. The size is there, the
distributed and compact, and In the mountains, drifted tained
lodge of Elks, together wilh their on Thursday, the 18th day of January, for
flavor, the purity, the art in making
nto the ravines and canyons, which promises u sufficient wives and women friends, with a at 10 o'clock, a. tn.. at which meeting
water supply for the coming season.
grand reception, to be followed with several matters of Importance wljl be tnd that quality it would be hard for
you to define.
Yet the WHITE LILY
In the region drained by tho Canadian river and its an Impromptu dance, which will con submitted to the same for action.
sells for 5 cents apiece, $2.00 the box
tributaries the snowfall was fairly heavy In the higher tinue as late as one feels like dancing. All members of the committee are reof fifty. You'll miss It if you don't
As the Elks have made special quested to be present.
mountains, especially In the vicinity of the Mora peaks,
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
try a WHITE LILY.
nd had drifted into the canyons and timber, but In tho preparations for this entertainment,
Chairman.
it is thought that the affair will prove
valleys it was comportlvely light.
years.
printed the. following
The following notes are from the reports of corre- - of the most enjoyable the lodge has
The St. Louis
Perfection Attained.
ever given, and one of the merriest
JanIssue
Its
of
WE8T RAILROAD AVENUE
pondents:
in
situation
summary
of
the
Interesting
Perfection can only be attained in the 113!a
of the present season at least, as the
Typographical
J
Lopez
More
RIto
El
Watershed:
International
Of
Rio Grande
Membership
uary 2:
approtroupe
physical
allowing
Billy
by
to
of
Nature
and
his
redoubtable
of snow than usual; evenly distributed, but loose; outlook
union. 48,000; number of local unions, 688; locals
clever performers are as willing to en priate and not dissipate her own reprint- water supply good.
Gallluas Gavino Chavez Very tertain off the stage as they are on It. sources. Cathartics gripe, weaken
English printers, 634; locals or German-America- n
FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING,
dlsaipate. while DeWitt's Little Eearly
ers, 21; locals of mailers, 21; locals of newspaper writers, much snow and agricultural prospects good. Hopewell
Risers simply expel all putrid matter
MURRY AND MACK JAN. 20
7; locals of typefounders, 3; cities working eight hours, LeVl Reynolds More snow this year than last; snow
The finest flour Is an absolute
and bile, thus allowing the liver to as305; cities where strikes are now on, 04; cities where compact. Truchas S. Martinez Foot of snow id moun
essential, especially for cakes
sume normal activity, Good for the
OJo Callente Antonio Joseph
agreement expired January 2, 235; estimated Income from tains--; none In valley.
and pastry.
The "Empress-bran- d
may come and shows may complexion. W. H. How,
Houston
Red go;Shows
The International Snow in higher mountains less; loose and dry.
assessment. Der week. $60,000.
a flour that never yet
Is
may
seasons
come
seasons
says:
I
years
Tex.,
and
have
used
"For
has been surpassed tn any parTypographical talon Is the oldest trades union I" the River F. C. Stevens Snowfall unusually heavy. Golden may go, but Murray & Mack, like the Little Early Riser Pills In my family
In
ticular, its flavor is fine and
Hobart green bay tree, eem to nourish for No better pill can be used for const!
J. B. Llvesay Snow quite evenly distributed.
United. States and is accounted one of the strongest eradelicate, It has fine body, and
i
Hint fltianc al resources.
it
W. H. Hough Snow quite deep in higher mountains; ever. Tbey are the same old rollick- - patlon." Sold by all druggists.
......
n.hnmhiit
UUIUI
.
.
full of those nutritious qualiMorlarty M. T. Morlarty Snow ng pair this year. Whilst their piece
braces within its juriaicuou mo United States and evenly distributed.
ties eo desirable Id a family
BASKET BALL AND DANCE
Hojoaque
C. Weldner Is new and all the characters sur
evenly distributed and compact.
Canada.
flour.
AT CASINO HALL, FRIDAY, JAN.
article the number of
San Pedro N. J. rounding them are new creations, they
.......
oi ...... ii.
Inches of snow.
About thirty-si- x
"
Dlll.C
lllll m,i.nmncrnt'H
reduced about one Stiumqulst Snow compact and evenly distributed; themselves have retained their world IS. HIGH 8CHOOL VS. MAJORS.
.itw where strikes are on has been Albuquerque,
M. BERGER
mSke-up35
seen
will
Mack
be
CENTS.
ADMISSION
as the nearly ten inches more than last year.
Wand B. H. famous
There has been no trouble in
half.
114 West Copper Arenue
Irishman,
Mur
as
and
fat
short
the
considerably
operation
for
evenly
in
lxien
slowly;
consequently
Suow
distributed;
Shaw
fell
.i.ht.himr di has
ray,
tall, lean Individual, who is
Wholesale Agent
Cuba F. A. Sandoval Snow foot less kept the
less thun usual.
more than a year.
busy keeping his rotund friend
Jemez H, Unes Near postofflce, three out of trouble. They will introduce
than usual.
inches, evenly distributed; on mount;is, two feet deep. many new specialties, and their stage
V. O. Chapman
Snow evenly director has created many new ensem
compact.
Bluewater
The, city council must not forget that Albuquerque distributed, but loose; streams frozen, but prior to heavy ble numbers for the company and
expects and demands a Bquare deal in the waterworks snow, mountains wet, streams running.
Cubero Enill chorus. All things considered, they
matter.
There are two things which the council, as Ullio A foot more snow than at corresponding date lust think (his is the best organization that Tuesday, Jan.
to
people
year.
Lagttna Gus Weiss Snow 'In valie.f sixteen they Jiave ever had. At Elks opera
.uirv.nta of the neoule and as selected by the
Arthur J. Aylesworth presents the
look after their interests, owe it to themselves and to Inches, in mountains three feet; heaviest snow for twenty houseUSdturdny night, January 20.
merry, Jingling, musical fact
,h n.nlA tit do and that quickly. These two things years and unusually cold; heaviest fall at one time,
company
present
water
First, to obtain from the
areSehoyeta M. Francis Snow two lo't ALLEGED BURGLARS
eighteen inches.
;S
. a positive
statement of what are the very least rates at on level and fifteen inches more thun usual, evenly dis
A
ARREST
UNDER
PLACED
Albuquerque
to
water
supply
company
will
which the
tributed; mall carrier reported over three feet between
nmsnmers.
Sehoyeta.
Estancla H. B. Hawkins Six
a Marnuez and
CLAIMS
The people of Albuquerque1 'demand and deserve
gradually Increasing west to Manzano moun MRS. CARL HOFFMAN
here,
inches
eativ reduced schedule of water rates. , The city conn tains where It Is seven or eight feet deep; prospects
THEY TRIED TO ENTER HOME
can
Mountainalr H. L. Hamlin
cil Is in duty bound to ascertain It the proper rates
EARLY SUNDAY MORNING.
never better for water.
If the company Over two feet on level here, six feet In mountains, un
aeciirefi from the nresent company.
statement
refuses to make any reduction, then let that company usually heavy.
Cuchillo Robert Martlu Very cold
John Johnston and Sam Fallls were
authortatlveUr to the people. . If the
snow than for many years; two feet deep arrested Sunday on the charge of at
more
winter:
With the 14th St. Theater,
exact re on near-b- v
i. minT m make anv reduction, then let theplainly
mountains.
mukhtou i. p. rreviwi ju tempted burglary. It Is alleged the
New York, cast.
and Black ranee snow
rinotlnn thev are willing to make be stated
two feet on level. Lake Valley Wm men attempted to force an entrance
STOVES
FURNITURE,
CROCKERY,
Book hv Mark E. Swan.
This the council hii3 p. Kell Very little left in valley, on adjacent mountains Into the home of Carl Hoffman at 402
with authority to the people.
North Second street a few minutes Melodies by Prof. W. M. Stromberg.
AND RANGES
neglected to do during the nearly one year In which the will average four Inches.
.
past midnight Sunday morning.
' question of extending the company's franchise has been
The newest and brightest thing in
the
night
at
Is
man
Mr.
Hoffman
the
to
"
council
on
the
Agafn,
calls
laughs direct from New York City.
The Citizen
before them.
XXXXC0XXXXXC0XXX)OCKXDOOX
St. Elmo and Mrs. Hoffman was alone
discharge this duty and to do so with the utmost teas
In the house when her attention was
enable 8 Deed.
,
attracted by a noise at. a window on'
t
which has hmu been before them
the side veranda. She looked toward
A melange of humor, singing, dancstate
ollicial
an
is
to,
i..n ihiia far has not been attended
the window and there saw silhouetted ing and musical numbers.
council
In the clear moonlight Ihe faces of
Company includes Wood & Ward,
nient from the water company, through the city
From
Bryan's
Commoner.
very
leas
... ha nunnlv tellinir iirecisclv what Is the
Anticipating
their comedians;
two strangers.
Three Gilden Sisters; 2
.
SXk
th
purjsise the woman turned th dog Grace Aylesworth; Mahoney Hros.;
Hum for which they will sell their present plant to
00000000XX0XXXXXXXXXXOC0
nearby
a
to
i"
hurried
positive
then
loose
and
definite
Fitzgerald;
and
Mack
and
Walter
Mattle
of
such
In the abBeuce
city.
Suggests
Raymoud Lynch, known wherever printers work as telephone and summoned tier Hus 13 others.
HAVE YOU A TELEformation, officially given, It would be a remrakably pecu
'
has Just retired from the employ of the band. The larks of the flog as he
PHONE IN YOUR HOME! Enables
liar nrocedure to ask the people to vole on the questio "Judge-- Lynch,
burglars
Tickets will be on sale at Matson's
you to order groceries; call the physiafter service upon that paper took after the suspected
uhuthui. nf not. tn (Mtfiie bonds for the uurehu.se of tli Louisville Courier-JournBook Store.
frightened them. They stalled for
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would
buying
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to
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PRICES, 50c, 75c and $1.00.
It would be so entirely ed to round out the full seventy years, but 111 health pre escape but meeting the dog were
uiic in a uoke with a vengeance.
from five cents per day np. Let m
In
The management of the Courier-Journa- l,
obliged t) turn 'hack and run to the
childish and unbusluess like, that one is impelled to vented.
you about it.
tell
a
Lynch
gave
Mr.
recognition of the faithful service,
doubt the sincerity of the proposition.
front of the house. Here Mrs. HoffLet the city council obtain and. make public, us their pension which will amply provide for him during the rest man saw them again. In the mean- Mr. Lynch began work with the courier line Mr. Hoffman came running down
The Colorado Telephone Co.
duty demands of them, whether the water company will of his life.
he street, revolver in hand. The
reduce their present tariff, and for what they are willing when he was fourteen years old.
Room 18 N. T. Arm I Jo Building.
The Commoner makes mention of this for two rea men had succeeded in making tneir
to sell their plant to the city; then will the city be in
escape befjre his arrival, however.
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plant, or put in one which will bo cheaper to construct, an example that other employers could follow with
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Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. "Whiskies, Moet
Gentlemen of the city council, get at this mat- to realize the changes that have taken place since the located the suspects. J hn Johnston
product.
THE FAMOUS ORIGINALS
A. B. G. Bohemias and
Cnandon White Seal Champagne, St.
office and Sain Fallis, in a North Third
U the Courier-Journter In the interest of the public and In a business like day -- Raymond Lynch entert
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners aad distributors
as devil." And in no othej I'tanch of industry has the street
The nientallied exactly
way use business methods.
or the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue mad
improvement been more radii' I than in the printing with the description furnished by
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Hoffman. They denied having
Krom the old hand pres.; and Ink ball to 'be
tate Insurance commissioner for trade.
Mr. Vandiver,
Street, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
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McCall, in composition days to ibe modern linotype
which, he thinks, look very well together.
street resort at lo:(ij o'clock.
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owners. The company is owned and controlled by Us around the world in tbe twinkling of an eye; lrom scat
when tliey came there and In contra
uews
diction to their statement that they
policyholders, and all profits or every kind belong to the tered newspapers and few books to the modern
these
papers and magazine,
and multiplied books
came from the direct!. n of town, said
policyholders, and are for their sole use and benefit.
AND THEIR ALL FUN CROWD
The other sentence is taken from the brief filed In be- changes have all been wrought since Mr. Lynch5up first they arrived from the opposite
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stick
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half of the New York Life Insurance
today
In isilice court this morning tinNew York supreme court: "A policy holder in a mutual hour was the limit of sliced on a newspaper press;
The span ot case as adjourned until o lock to
insurance company is not entitled in an Inspection of us that many a minute is quite common.
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Johnston is one .if the striking ma
THE LATEST MUSICAL SATIRE
purely one of contract, measured by the terms of the
The tile st candy made at any (nice: absolutely pure; always fresh,
chinists of the Santa Ke slioiis and
Judging by the Sound.
There W no trust relation, nor is he a partner.
policy.
Fallis is it plasterer.
and lion lions, the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choi- olat
YORK
LIFE.
NEW
OF
ihe man stammered painfully as he siood in tinBefore tbe maturity of his policy he is merely the holder
.
pttr
NOTICE OF SALE.
ilia name Will Sisof an unmatured claim ninst the company; after the ili ill. at ime nf our nnlii.- imiihh
Notice U hereby giiveii that ihe
It was very difficult, for him to pronounce
maturity of the policy and a Judgment obtaiued thereon, sons.
He had the misfortune to stay out late am undersigned will offer for sale and sell
own name.
Admission: 75c, SI & S 1.50
he lias the rights of a Judgment creditor."
public auction to the highest and
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY CO , Druggists
make an uproar one night, uud to have to account for at
best bidder for cash, ou the !Hh day
Mayor E. K. Dunne, of Chicago, in a speech at Den- it before the magistrate the uext morning.
of February. rjm. at the hour of lu
'What's your name?" asked the magistrate.
ver, last Thursday night: I am astouuded to find that
o'clock in the forenoon, at the front
Seats on Sale at Matson's, Thurs- Sissous began to reply:
door of the postofttce in tho City of
you have a water corporation in Denver in that respect
day, January 18th.
the
"Stop that noise and tell mo your name." said
Albuquerque, New Mexico, the follow-you are far behind even Chicago. 1 could hardly believe
t
;
ing described property,
Fifty
THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
what 1 heard when 1 was told today that you pay $24 magistrate Impatiently.
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W.
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0.
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Before the date set the union made closed shop and
eight-hocontraets in 305 cltleR. and on January 1 only
about 9,000 men out of a total membership approximating
on tnat uaie
50,0l0 walked out to enforce the demand.
160 Independent shops In New York crty signed contracts,
On
to oppose the organisation.
leaving only thirty-liv- e
unions
Typographical
December 27. the International
eight-hou- r
committee asked for a referendum vote ratirefying a 10 per cent assessment weekly on members mamaining at work, and the assessment carried by a
The revenues from this
jority of upwards of 2o,0o.
assessment will approximate $60.0W) per week, and will
tie used to pay strike benefits to the men who walked out
on January 1. The troutlle Is confined almost wholly to
book and Job printing establishments, the dally newsday for several
paper printers having had the eight-hour
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LEAVE THE CITY
Benevolent Association

Fur- -

nishes Mrs. Caufield With
Tickets to Trinidad.
WILL

DEPART

'

PARTY OF MORMONS

O

KLEPTOMANIAC-T-

Tltli

MILUONAIktS

IN PARTY

Sugar
"Kxcurslon of
Live Stock Co."
The foregoing lctiend. painted in big
ettcrs on a banner which was strung
he lenglh of a Pullman sleeper at-Saturday night, atached to No.
tracted quite a bit of attention Irom
fne depot loungers and others who
were at tile depot when No. 9 arrived.
The combination of "sugar" and "live
stock" was enough K attract the attention of anybody.
A
representative of The Evening
Citizen, having received a tip as to
i he
line history of the excursionists,
was on hand to interview some members ot the party, which consisted ol
thirty-sly- .
all told, including men,
women and children, but at his first
un.h:i)i at interviewing, met with a
reception cold enough to freeze the
tail oft of a brass monkey.
In the party were two millionaires,
Jesse Knight and L. F. Holhrook, both
of Utah, and the mayor of Provo,
Ctah, and his wife. Mr. Holbrook
was taking a snooze when No. 9 arrived, but Mr. Knight was up, mid It
was this gentleman that ye scribe
tackled.
"Isn't it a fact. Mr. Knight, that this
is a party of Mormons headed for Old
Mexico to colonize, after the manner
of the colonization of Utah by tho
Mormon church," was asked point
blank of Mr. Knight. The gentleman's
Hp curled wllh scorn, but no answer
came to the question, and further effort at conversation was met wltn
freezing stares.
Others in the party stated that they
A MDDEL STORE
were from Utah, and were members
company that had purOF SPORTING GOODS of a Utah
chased 230,000 acres or land in Old
Mexico, which they were then en route
SUCH IS THE VERDICT OF THOSE to Inspect, with a view to eventually
When
WHO 'VISIT HOUSTON'S NEW locating there permanently.
were Mormons they reSTORE ON RAILROAD AVENUE. asked If they
fused to answer the question.
Finally, however, some other pasOne of the most thoroughly equip- sengers on the train, who had come
snorting goods through from Ogden, Utah, stated
ped and
houses In the territory is that of F. that the entire party had got on at
.1. Houston, the bicycle, kodak and Ogd:-n- ;
that they werevall Mormons
sporting gods merchant, since he has aiiu i?t they were en route to Old
moved Into his new place of business Mexlo..- o Inspect the above mentioned
at 205 West Railroad avenue.
cre to return to Utah to
land ani
size make a rep?, on It to the Mormon
In the kodak department every
'
opular
Eastman,
and shape of the
church and Its votaries. This much
Premo and Century kodaks are to be they had succeeded In worming out
moRt
found, ranging In price from the
of the party en route here.
reasonable to the most expensive
One member of the excursion party,
In addition to who looked as though he had been Inkodaks manufactured.
the kodaks themselves this company dulging in the "flowing bowl," was
carries a full line of photographic sup- finally spotted, and gave out the folplies, for the amateur and profes- lowing Information:
sional photographer alike. They also
Wen we are Mormons, but don't
make a specially of finishing and de- tell 'em I told you. We are going to
veloping work for the amateur who look at 1130,000 acres of land the
hag not the facilities of a dark room. company had bought In Old Mexico.
Over $500 has been expended by the Another carload of us will pass
Arm in flxlne un their two dark rooms. through here Sunday or Monday from
The first dark room Is devoted to the' Utah en route to Mexico also. It is
. developing
and finishing uf ;all kinds the intention, of ihe members of the
of kodak and camera work. In this company, who own the land to settle
room are all the modern facilities for large numbers of families on It. Yes,
the correct execution, of all developing we are members of the company."
work. A long table at one side of When asked if it wasn't a fact that
the room ls;used for the drying out tho church had purchased the land
aud printing process. On ihe op)Msite Instead of a company, he also shut up
slide of the room Is a large hypo tank, like a clam. .
and beside it a large washing tank,
It has been known for some time
wherein the films are treated and that the Mormons were colonizing in
washed.
Old Mexico where they have purIn the second room, wherein is fin- chased large tracts of land, at a comished all the bromide enlarging work, paratively small price, from the Mexithe facilities are Just as complete and can government. It is given by some
more expensive. In this room, equip- In a Ksition to know, that the laud
ped with a powerful condensing lense owned by the Mormons in Utah has
power elec- become ho valuable that the church is
in front of a
tric light, the rays of which pass desirous of acquiring this property
through a 6'4x8
view camera, all of for themselves, and are therefore trythe enlarging work, from kodak orig- ing to get the Mormons who own it
inals. Is done. Besides the apparatus to sell out and go to Mexico. And
mentioned above the room Is equjed again, by Inducing large immigration
with all necessary developing
and to Mexico they not only acquire the
washing tubs, and Is entirely separate rich land at a rather cheap figure but
from the other dark room." The two they also place in Mexico a class of
rooms, with their equipment, represent
farmers and tillers of
an outlay of over Jljoo. In this room the soil who will build up that arid
the bromide and Sepia tint enlarging country into as rich an estate as that
is done.
exin Utah now is.
The thirty-siIn the sporting goxls department all cursionists are being sent to Mexico
baseball, football, cricket, tennis and by the church to inspect the land and
other paraphernalia are found. Mam- return to make a report on It, which Is
mocks, punching bags, dumb bells, supposed to. be of such a glowing dbaseball and football goods, shot guns, esertion that the Mormon farmers
rifles, etc., are in stock galore. In in the Utah valley will be easily infact, everything in the sporting goods duced
to sell out and go to Mexico.
line, to be found In any modern esThe other party of Mormons will In
tablishment, are here in abundance.
all probability arrive in Albuquerque
In additl-ij- i to the above goods, this tonight or tomorrow night on No. 9.
progressive firm handles a full line
of tyiMswrlters and typewriter supplies.
HIS NEW QUARTERS
The company Is the general agent in MOVES INTO
New Mexico and Arizona for the famous Hlickensderfer typewriter, and ALBERT FABER, THE CARPET AND
city agent for the reliable
FURNITURE DEALER, NOW IN
.lame Coufleld h ml her youn-:- '
son will this evening depart
from
Albuquerque for Titnhlail. They will
have transioriation furnished them
y the
Benevolent asoclatiou of this city.
This organization proved to be the
friend Mrs. Caufield wad la need ot
In her trouble. The numerous theft
she 1h guilt jrof made It iiossible to
eonvlct her and to send her to Jail for
a long term. Thf! terrible drug habit
which Mrs. Caufield is slave to and
which unquestionably Is the direct
cause of her kleptomaniac practices,
made her criminal acts leas serious
than otherwise would have been the
case.
The benevolent ladles, consequently
Interceded In her behalf and communicated with a women's home at I.as
Vegas, hoping to find a berth for her
there. A message received Saturday
night stated that, the Institution was
taxed to Its capacity already. It was
then decided to send Mrs. Caufield to
Trinidad, where it Is said her husband
resides. The ladies put up t he money
for Mrs. Catineld's transportation and
on No. S tonight she will leave the
city.
Mrs. Cauftdd will not be arraigned
in court for the reason that no formal
complaint has been lodged against
her. Her confinement in the city prison Is simply a precautionary measure
ugalnFt the woman- - doing any more
work before taking her
departure.

Utah-Mexica-

.Mrs.

ind

two special coaches January 14 hM
will be out until the 5th of February.
In the party arc W. M. Thompson,
chairman of the association; W. F.
Hypes, treasurer; Nell Satterlee. pres.?
representative, nnd Augustus Kn'git.
In

,
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Smim-l'remie-

Just in the rear of the kodak and
sporting goods department Is the bicycle department and repair shop. The
company carries about twenty new
bicycles in stock, and the genial proprietor, Mr. Houston, informed a representative for The Evening Citizen
this morning that he had ten more on
the road. The repair shop is fully
Quipped with all modem appliances
and tools for the repairing of any
make of bicycle, to such an extent
that a new bicycle could be built
herein with but little aid from tae
outside. The company for the coming
sea.n will make a specialty of hand
ling the high grade Pierce "Cushion
Frame" wheels, which sell at from
$lu to S5 each.
Altogether, the sporting goods and
kodak house of K. J. Houston, with
its many new additions and appointments since moving into Its new
quarters at 205 West Hailroad avenue
is one oi ue imesi and most complete, as we remarked before, that la
to be found in tho entire territory.
The management will take great pleasure in showing visitors through the
different deiartnieiits, the dark rooms,
etc., and they have a corps of clerks
who take an honest delight in (showing goods, whether you are a purchaser r not.
Bliss, a prominent practicing physician of Do Soto, Mo., came
in from F.I Paso this morning, and was
introduced at the office of The Evening Citizen by A. J. Frank. Dr. Bliss
left today on the flyer for dallup,
where be will visit T. N. Hindi and
issourians for a few days,
other ex-after which he will return to
and Fpend a few days here.
He then returns to 0 Paso, where
Urs. Uliss is visiting; her brother, J.
Dr.

K.

V.

A'lni-querq-

VrpnV

New!

M'-fr"-

rf

h

TV

Vi-"-
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NEW

HOME.

In one of 1he most complete store
room buildings in the southwest, and
with the interior appointments as fine
as the exterior, and above all, with a
stock of goods, the like of which cannot be duplicated this side of Kansas
City or Denver, Albert Fa her, the well

known carjiet and house furnishing
merchant, this morning greeted the
Albuquerque public from his
in the Staab building, on West
Hailroad avenue, recently completed
at a cost of $25,000, a picture of wnleh
appeared in the New Year's edition
of The Citizen.
Mr. Faber has a luriier floor space
devoted to his line of goods than any
oilier merchant of any Kind in the
entire territory. Three floors are
crowded with goods, all f them late
lniKrtutlons from the eastern markets.
Mr. Faber is receiving the congratulations of his business associates and
patrons for his faith in the future
growth of Albuquerque, and for the
biiKlness enterprise he has advanced
to such a great extent.
The gentleman Is a great believer In
printers' ink, and is preparing aw
announcement for the public which
will soon appear in these columns.
new-stor-

PREVAIL

The cohI falnli'" Is not over In Albuquerque by any means. In fact,
there is a greater shortage of coal
than ever, but a decided moderation
in the weather has lessened the demand. The chief clerk at the Clarkvllle yards stated this morning that
during the month of December they
received on nn average of one car of
domestic coal u day. Of course, there
is a greater scarcity of domestic coal
than of the steam quality. Since the
first of the year the coal they have
received has not averaged one car a
day, aud the sltaution is us aggravating as it Is serious, especially totbo
coal man, to say nothing I of the
trouble the consumer is having.
Hut the coal man gets the trouble.
"We are bothered fo death," said the
coal clerk, hoarse from answering tel.
ephone calls. "And after due consid
eration we have decided to stop taking
new orders altogether, until we fill
all our back orders."
With this the clerk produced n bundle of paper slips, with rubber lands
around them. The bundle was several
Inches in thickness and there were
several hundred of the slips.
"These orders," continued the clerk,
"are for all the way from 100 pounds
to a ton and It will require fourteen
cars of coal to fill them. A car of
tons,
coal averages about tventy-nv- e
so you can see what we are up
against." The clerk also had something to Buy about the price, and produced bills made before and after
December 13, to show that the rise
In coal from $5.50 to $ti.00 was made
by the operators.
That is the local
coal men voluntarily ngreed to pay
fifty cents more a ton for coal, hoping
that It would stimulate the delivery,
but apparently the scheme failed, for
the supply has been less since the
raise than before.
Down at the Cerrillos yards there
doesn't seem to be so much disconA
telephone message from
tent.
these yards stated that enough coal
was being received to supply tradu.
The Price of Coal.
Albuquerque has no real grievance
as to the price of coal, for it is very
reasonable here compared with what
it is at other places not so very far
away. And it is very noticeable that
the price Is very much higher nt
places where there is no competition.
Santa Fe pays $1.50 more a ton than
Albuquerque. At Holbrook, Ariz., a
haul of ninety-eighmiles from Oallup, the price Is $7.50 a ton, while
here, a haul of 158 miles, the price Is
only $tj. Whether this wide differ
ence in prices is due to a diversity of
frleght rates or whet her, It Is due to
me pront mane ny me coal oeaiers,
Is a matter secret with the "man be
hind." At Gallup, eoal Is sold at the
mine for $2.50 per ton, and the consumers of the Carbon City get it hauled to them for $2 a load.
The people of Albuquerque look
forward to the time when the Albuquerque Eastern Is completed, which
will bring a bountiful supply of good
fuel to the city's gate.
-
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FRIENDS FEAR
FOR HIS WELLF ARE

fifty-candl- e

hard-workin- g

WHICH

WHO STARTED TO WALK
FROM ALBUQUERQUE TO SANTA
FE IS MISSING.

BOY

Friends of Placido Orlego are
anxious about his welfare. More thtm
a week ago he left Albuquerque on
foot for Sanla Fe, leaving a note to
his friends and relatives, notifying
them of hlH Intention. He said that
he was homesick for his old home at
Santa Fe, though his mother was stopping in the city with him. He baa not
reached Santa Fe and nothing has
been heard from him, and there is
grave fear that he has perished from
hunger and cold along his way. He
was not bright In mind, and this is
another reason why his friends are
more anxKms about, him. Ortega is
about 21 years of ago.
FUNERALS

Tlie funeral of Thomas (!. Utley,
who died s(vera) days ago from stom
ach troubles and a complication ot
diseases. txk place this morning, the
interment Wing in Fairview cemetery
The funeral services over the re
mains of Miss Marguerite McGilllv-ray- ,
who died Friday at the St. Jos
eph's hospital, took place this morning, the funeral cortege leaving tin
residence of H. P. Kowen at 9 o'clock
and proceeding to the church of the
Immaculate Conception where the Uev.
Father Mamlalarl read the funeral
service. The floral offerings
were
many and beautiful and the casket
Inwas one of the finest obtainable.
terment was bad in Santa Utrlara
cemetery.
FIRST

REGIMENT
TRACTED

BAND AT.
MANY TO CASINO

hundred people yesterday
piece Into the outstretched band of the Traction company's conductor, for the purpose of
being allowed to journey to the Casino building at Traction park to hear
the firt-- t concert of the season by the
local First Regiment band, and all
were thoroughly repaid for the trip.
The program was varied and excellently rendered and the ball was
crowded. Especially Kood wot thf
cornet solo by Andres Moya.
Several

Huid

a

live-ce-

Soothing and Comforting.
The soothing and comforting effect!
of DeWitt's Witch I?7p1 Snlvn. when CHICAGO COMMERCIAL
applied to Piles, cuts, boils, etc., sub
ARRIVES TOMORROW
titles pain almost instantly. This Salve
drawn out the Inflammation, reduces
swelling and ats as a rtrbefacient, ON A TOU ROF THE SOUTHWEST.
ius circulating the tdnnri thpoiieh rh
WILL REMAIN IN ALBUQUERQUE
diseased parts, permitting or aiding
TWENTY-FOUHOURS.
..uiire to permanently remove the A
deleu.itiuii of the Chicago Comtrouble entirely. Sold by all drugwill arrive
iou
gists.
mercial
in
Albuquerque. January l'J, at 10:45 p.
e r"
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Latest Design

FURNITURE
Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CR AFTERS
Ladies' Desk and Chalri. Customers' Plate Rack. Book Racka, Haf
Rack. Hall Trees. Library and" rarlor Stand Tables, Medlclnt Cabinets and Rockers.

TARDY WITNESS
DELAYS A TRIAL

Tlie McBrian Furniture Go.

assistant.

Clarkvllle Yards Suspend Taking Orders Until Congested
Orders are Filled.'
THE

MISSION

THE EVENING CITIZEN

NEWS-TA- KE

Passed Through Albuquerque
COAL IS SCARCER
Saturdry Night in a
Special Car.
THAN EVER BEFORE
TWO

tVEMNC

THE

FIVE.
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DON'T LIKE TO WAIT ALL DAY AND NIGHT FOR

READERS

EN ROUTE TO MEXICO

EVENING CITIZEN

Other prominent merchants in the Jose Montoya, of Perea, Will
party are .lames R. Baker, of th
Jamts R. linker fe Co., commission
Brobably be Arrested on
merchants; C. H. Crossette, of tut
Cutter &. Crossette Co., moh's furnishContempt of Court.
ers; H. C. Slaver, president of the
Staver Carriage Co.; Fred A. Watson.
f the Watson, Plummer Shoe Co.: S.
ILFELD CASE IS A0J0UKN1D
B. Woods, of the Woods Ilros., live
stock commission, and H. I,. Sayler. i
general manager of the City Press
association of Chicago.
Because a witness named Jose Mon- W. R. Brown, general agent of the oja iHiicH.1 to oncy ins summons to
association In El Paso, who Is in th appear at 10 o'clock this morning in
city t'oday, will leave tonight on X J. 8 Justice of the Peace Craig's court in
for Las Vegas where he will meet the case brought by Louis and Noa
the delegation and accompany them to Ilfeld against Vldal Chaves of Ranchos
this city. The party will be In Albtt de Atrlsco for obtaining money under
hours, leaving false pretenses, the trial was necesquerque twenty-fou- r
here January 17, at 11:50 p. m., on sarily 'postponed until next. Monday
No. 7. During their stay In this city at 10 a. in.
they will be shown around by Mr.
In the meantime, unless Montoya
Btvwn and members of the Commerputs In an appearance some time
' N
cial club.
this evening, Justice Craig will
swear out a bench warrant, charging
PILGRIM
COMMANDLRY
him with contempt of court.
Chaves la charged with selling IlTO INSTALL OFFICERS feld Brothers 100
wether lambs for
$175 on July 12, 1905, which the plainAT MEETING
TONIGHT GRAND tiffs allege did not exist.'
WILL
LECTURER
KELLAHIN
Montoya is an Important witness
OFFICIATE.
for the complainants and great
reigned this morning
The Pilgrim Commandery, Xo. 3, of
lodge, will when he failed to show tip. Montoya
the Albuquerque Mason
tonight install the following officers: lives near Perea In the Jemeu mounEminent Commander Ji W. Rider. tains. It Is possible that he has been
unavoidably detained or again that his
Generalissimo L.. H. Chamberlln.
Captain General W. D. McFerran. tardiness is Intentkvnal.
If a court wishes to make it so.
Senior Warden W. X. McGugln.
Junior Warden George II. Brown. contempt is a serious offense. Usual
ly, unless the witness cn produce
Secretary J. C. Ferger.
good evidence to show that it was
Treasurer A. J. Malloy.
Impos.Mnle for him to obey a summons,
Standard Bearer H. 8. Pleard.
he is severely dealf with.
Warden Paul Teutsch.
Captain of the tV.ard Ben John-

oo

T. Y. Maynaici

2

i

son.

JEWELER
AND

ENGRAVER
0
119 SOUTH

STREET.

SECOND

ALBUQUERQUE,

X. M.

J

A Leaky Hot Water Bottle
Has caused many a man and woman to break good New Year resolutions. We sell the kind that helps you keep vour good resolves

B.

IT.

J3RJGGS & COMPANY
AIA'AKADO

I'HOI-- N.

First St. and

Gold

PHARMACY

A.

Both

Phn.i

We carry a complete stock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS TO

Arthur Everltt, deputy grand comHOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
CELEBRATE THIRD ANNIVERSARY
mander, will officiate at the Installation of the new officers, and immediElectric, Gas & Combination
ately after the ceremonies a smoker
Albuquerque council, Knights of
will be indulged in by the members. Columbus, on Friday night, February
Fixtures
Robert Kellahln, grand lecturer of 2, will celebrate the third anniversary
the Masonic order, arrived in the city of the founding of the local lodge
Saturday from Roswell, where he with a card party, ball and banquet,
holds the position of postmaster, and in the ball and banquet rooms of the
will be present at tonight's installaElks opera house. Great preparations
tion of officers. Mr. Kellahln Is mak- are being made for this entertaining a tour of New Mexico, visiting ment by the memlicrs of the lodge,
the different lodges and will be ab- and the following committee has been
sent from bis home In Roswell until appointed to look after the different
about the first of February.
arrangements:
tion Motor
'
Mr. Kellahln stated that the resiO. X. Marron, J. W. Prestel, J. H.
dents of Roswell and In that neigh216 South Second Street.
O'Reilly, P.
McManna, John S.
borhood were all In favor of Joint Heaven, ScottF. Knight.
John B. Mc- statehood and that their faith in the UManus. D. A. Macpherson,
Agents
Co.,
Crocker,
General Electric
Wheeler Co. ',
L. T. De- governor to be, Herbert .1. Hagerman,
laney,
Gargan
E.
M.
S.
Tlerney.
T.
and
was Rood to see. He also slated that
The entertainment will begin at 8:45
news had been received there to the with
which will be Indulged In
effect that the Roswell delegation until cards,
10:30 it. m. A half hour will
which had been in Washington trying
to Interest the government in the wa- then be spent In social conversation
of prizes to the
ter project near that city hud accom- and the distribution
successful card players, after which
plished much good.
ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.
the Itanquet will be served, from 11 to
midnight.
banquet
dancing
After the
MIICHNER SELLS OUT
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
will commence and continue for an 0
A
or
more.
hour
stringed
full
orches
INTEREST IN BINDERY
tra will furnish the music for the q Special Sales. Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N.. Third Street.
FRANK H. STRONG PURCHASES occasion.
IT TO BE KNOWff AS LITHGOW

Southwestern
Electric &

Construction

0tO0C
FAIR

0'000C

THE

Go,

NEW

YORK

I

.

SPECIAL

S. CO.

An important business change took
place today when the firm of Mitch-ne- r
& Lliligow dissolved by mutual
consent, Mr. Mltchner retiring from
tue book bindery. He sold his interest In the establishment to Frank H.
Strong, who will, in the future be one
of the heads of the,, concern. The
consideration is private.
The firm
will In the future be known as IJih-go&

C:

Mr. Mitchner will devote his future

time to the individual gas system.

MEETING

OF COMMERCIAL

CLUB

WILL BE HELD TUSEDAY NIGHT,
JAN. 16, AND ALL MEMBERS
URGED TO ATTEND.
Owing to the fact that It was impossible for a great many members of
the Commercial club to be present at
the called meeting Saturday night an
adjournment was taken until Tuesday
night at 8 o'clock, at which time It Is
hoped all members of the club will try
to be present.
At Tuesday's meeting the statehood
question will bo discussed and as the
necessary funds for sending
Rodey to Washington have been
subscribed, and Rodey on his way to
Washington, there will be no subscrip
tion ol any kind asked for or taken
up at this meeting.
While it is probable that some action endorsing Jointure will be taken
at this meeting It was not thought
that those interested had had sufficient time to converse among themselves and the representative citizens
of Albuquerque, In regard to the matter, hence the adjournment last Saturday night until Tuesday night.
Again the officers of the Commercial
club request that all members who
can psosibly do so be present at Tuesday night's meeting.

PERSONAL.
Hurry Cooper, deputy United States
marshal, left last night for a brief
business trip to Las Vegas.
There will be a regular review of
Alamo Hive, Xo. 1, L. O. T. M., at
1. O. O. F. hull Tuesday at 2:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Merritt entertained a largo number of friends at their
home, 114 West Tijeras averiue, Saturday evening.
J. M. Chaves, .of Abiqiilu, Rio Arriba
county, who was hire on a visit to
relatives and friends, has returned to
bis northern home.
H. J. Ramer, owner of the Phoenix
cattle ranch at Watrous, arrived in
Albuquerque last night and will remain several days transacting business.
Miss Ada Camptieid will entertain CHURCH BUILUING FUND
a number of her friend hi her home
GETS ANOTHER BOOST
next Saturday afternoon In honor of
Miss lrma Schuster, who is soon to
be married.
RAISED $1,400 AT YESTERDAY'S
Jose Medrano, a resident of Old
MORNING
SERVICE
PRESBYAlbuquerque, left lust night for San
TERIANS HAIL COMPLETION OF
Antonio, X. M., iu
to a teleNEW CHURCH IN EARLY SPRING
gram announcing the serious illness
there of his mother.
Then- will lie no dclav In Hie comof the nw Presbyterian
"Dr. Wellnian it - Mich a free and pletion which
church,
is now in course ol
easy manner."
"Von won't thiiih so when you re- construction on South Fifth street.
ceive y.'iir bill for tii.it little consulta- Several of the church building lai--t
felt a bit discouraged
tion."
weik. but. this clement has been aim!- Ladies Benevon i f soctety of the d. The new church has progressed
Immaculate Conception church will in a point where only the plaiterlii.
give a card part- - at St. Mary's ball an. finishing remains to complete it.
on Thursday evening. Jan. 18. Re- Hit with tills advancement of the
Aduii.-.sioi- i.
chur.-'i- i
idii!d;ng.
25 cents.
the subscription
freshments.
to nearly
i,n Minn fund, amounting
Popular Event.
jim, nun, which wa raised In the fall,
Those who attended the Elks' Me- :,ad ulsitit disappeared, and it beeam?
morial services and heard the orchesvident to tlie building committee last
tra render Tannhan-e- r will be pleas- we, k that something had to lie done
ed to learn that The Elks Orchesti.i
raise more money. The committee
will give Its first i en ert Friday eve- in
met during the week and canvassed
ning, January 2ii.
situaiion, and they found them-- ,
This is the first appearance of the
might lie termed "up
hes
orchestra since the Memorial ser- against what
it." They had canvassed the
vices and under Mr Hadden's conand all had had
stant drill the pubiic niay expect ;i iiurch members
lllicrally according to their
grand musical treat. The admission
This source seemed quite exwill bo made within the reach of all, means.
5o cents for reserved seats
Watch hausted, aud some members of the
commit 'e- were in favor of calling
for program.
work on the building off un'll more
money could be raised, whk'h was
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
by the more tenacious members
FOR SALE Horse and saddle, cheap. of tie committee. As a last resort
Itev. Cooper decided to make a call
!)24 Mountain Road.
his congregation, which was
unon
WANTED A iim u in size safe. A
ye.sierday morning, with the t
doledress The Conservative Life Insur- that when the subscription blanks
ance Co., N. T Artuijo building.
uinnieil up, It was found thnt
toY
llO'lMgeueral
Girl
wanted
in ha! been adde-to the fund.
i
l.l
work: best of wages. Mrs. Ko'-eithe largest, subscription
Ainoi
Putney, 613 West Copper avenu
,, J.r" given by W. P. Johnson.
. n
WANTED A gu'nl (woman) cool, ;!
of ihe American Lumber
wants poult iou. Address A. II. A.
tills office.
11.
!. iVs.ey tin insurance iigent of
VOH BALE Household, goods at
' e.l
M'i limply
bargam if suhl
tc'"'.
'dice. Furnit
M n r City.
r.ns Sinth First sHeentirely
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HALL,

Bras Castings; Ore,

Cos.)

0

Proprietor

C

Elks' Opera House

NighTOnly

I

.

Monday. Jan. 15th
SAKDFORD

B. RICKABY'S

t-T-

Win,

H.
BIQ

West

Bright

Lights of
World.

the

Minstrel

COMEDIANS.
SINGERS,
DANCERS AND MUSICIANS.

PRICES: 7'.c, $1 and $1.50.
on sale at Matson's Saturday,

STEAM

CARPET

Seats
Janu-

CLEANING

THORNTON Tho Cloanor
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
sett ing up, aud Is no upstart at
the liusiness. There is no other just Thornton. That's all.
Both 'phones.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail:
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
patlculars, address W. L. Trimble ft
Co., apents, Albuquerque, N, M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
Not:ce- From this day. January l;l, 19mi.
any Kiiinliliiii; debt contracted by my
hu.sl and will nut be paid.
MRS. FRANCIS CORNAU.

tleorn,. Imvison. of Denver, a repof tho Hrow
resentative
coinp.ujy, of Louisville, Ky., is In the
citv t.,isv culliui; ui'iu olj friends
and tlx'
,

,

,i

,,.

isw

Special Prices

BEST

ary 13.
Grand parade at 11:45 a. in.

hi.

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that ara fair and
square, and we ara now making

JUBILEE

Rlinstrels
50

ll

We

Ye' Bright and Merry.

r--

m.

Works

0

;

i

Machine

and Lumber Can. rioaitisn
Pnllevs. ftrarfe Ran. Rnhhtt Metal! Cotnmna rnri Iron rfont. tnt
Buildings.
Bopmtrm on Mining mnd Mill Mmchlnory m poisity
4
AJbnqmerqns, W. u
q Foundry eut wide ot railroad track.
Iron and

-

com-iniMe- e

Foundry and

'J)JLtlueL(lue

On the Following

Refrigerators
18.75 Blua Flame Oil 8toves. .. .$6.76
8 China Tea Seta
$6
40c China Salad Bowls
2So
Decorated1 Havlland China, at 20
oer cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
2&c
35o Glass Water Pitchers
20e
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
..$1.21
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Ceoksra
65c
60c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
12

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

AVE.

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled

In

Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
DistWara.
FJLANKFORT, KT.

MELINI

& EAKIN

Sola Afenta.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

139.
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This huge building, 347
feet long, 98 feet wide and
7 stories high, contains:

200 mammoth Glass
Enameled Steel Tanks used

solely for the lagering (ageing)
of Budweiser.

Each Glass Tank weighs
Tons, is 70 feet long, 9 feet
in diameter, and holds 1,000
barrels of beer.
The combined capacity
of the 200 tanks is 200,000
Barrels, or 62,000,000 Bottles
of Budweiser.
These Glass Enameled
Steel Tanks were manufactured and installed by
16

The Pfaudler Co.
Rochester N. Y.

at a cost of over half a million
dollars.

In Glass from the Kettle to

the Lip

Budweiser as it leaves the brew kettles is conveyed into
d
fermenting vats. After fermentation it is
lagered (aged) from four to five months in Glass-Line- d
Steel
Tanks before it is bottled. 200 mammoth Glass Tanks in
this building (Stock House No. 10) are required for this
purpose. The capacity of these tanks is 200,000 barrels or
62,000,000 bottles of Budweiser.
Budweiser is, therefore, in Glass from the time it is
'
brewed until it is consumed.
Glass-Enamele-

It required eight months'
time to manufacture them.
and over five miles of freight
cars to deliver them to the
Brewery.
This however is onlv the
first installment. The proved
superiority of elass over wood
for the lagering and storing of
beer has decided the Anheu
h
Brewing Ass'n to
equip the entire brewery
with these Glass Enam
eled Tanks.
ser-Busc-

udwei

The King: of Bottled Beers
in 1905 scored a sale of

137,722,150

Bottles

Cleanliness, unceasing Care, Knowledge and Skill have resulted
in a Beer so GOOD, and of buch UNVARYING QUALITY, that
it has made possible the building and maintenance of

The Largest Brewery in the World
Covers 128 Acres more than 70 City Blocks
Total Storing Capacity
600,000 Barrels
Gives employment to more than 6,000 people

Sales for 19051,403,788 Barrels of Beer
Anheuser-Busc- h

1

Brewing Ass'n

St. Louis, U.S.A.

1

C. W.

Kurtz, Distributor,

A I lb u q u e r q u e

MONDAY, JANUARY

AlAiV Jt?kHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

15. 1906.
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RECEIVED Reed Goods

tad

I

getting

--

Is

Up

the preparatory

The library has purchased a pet of
Universal Literature. With
many other substantial additions, the
library U growing constantly.
Kldpatlis"

Spend your money where you
for every
get value received
dollar 'you Invest. Give us
trial. Start the new year right
liy buying your poods from ur,
and you will not go wron.B.
Mall "orderB solicited.
J. D. EMMONS,
Colo, phone, 177. Auto phone, 474
West end of viaduct

Meat Market

Bit-ti-

es
booh

Kindt of Fresh and Bait Meat.
neclallv'
Steam 8tuge Factory.
Start
EMIS KLEINWORT,
If also cures
Masonlo Building, North Third Street.
Dnn. AMMAiA
xxxrxxxxxixxxxKxxxxxxxxix
eartburn,
n i nunnu ninn iiwrnw .,
spepsia,

School opened ror the nemnd semes-tr- ,
last Moiulay. Misses Orlsham and
In

THIRD STREET

a

and
Pneu.

monia, the

wv
fc

catalogue.

Bracken enrolled
department.

cold

prevent

the. material Into shape for thin year's

From

$2.75

rrrrrj

1

The catalogue committee

Galore!

j5 Rockers
11

To break up

UNIVERSITY NOTES

PAGE SEVEN.

Fitters

H

ndigettion,
Female III,
or Malaria.

H
K

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

xxxxxxxxxxxTixxrxxxxxxxxxx
PIONEER BAKERY

Established In

Fm

G. PRATT

Staplfl and Fancy
Groceries
Hillsboro creamery Butter
Earth.
Orders Solicited.

!LL

ar

tsro-cer-

six-tee-

OCXDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXW

Best on

Free Delivery.

mmm

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at .1. C Raldrtdge's Lum
ber yard.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

help settle

RAILROAD

NOTES

General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kind of Freeh Meat
300 North Broadway, Comer of Wfcan
lngtoa Avenue. ALBUQUERUE. M. M
--

JOHNSON

A. D.

IN.

'Phone,

m

in'

Albuquerque. N. M.

Kuaranteed materials, but also as to
expert, skillful, sanitary Installations,
and alterations of your piping system.
IMease put this fact In your note book:
The doctor will have less to do It
the right kind of plumber does his
work first. An ounce of prevention,
etc, and the ounce costs far less.

20

O. A. SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

OOOOCX30CXDCODOOOOOOCOCX300

WE GIVE

Auto. Phone 671.

work.

Bell, Red 284.

...OUR...

MILL

OOOOOOCOOOCOOOOCOCOCJCOOO
OOCOCXXDCKXXXOCOOCC)COOOCO

Cmrrlllot

w.A

Ammricmn

Block

GOAL
Per

AT

tottl-at-.7-

$G.OO
COKE

Ton

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

Toln, Tar and Wild Cherry
Is not as pood as a prescription from your doctor, but it Is prepared
with as much tare, and Is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cougl)
Syrup we know of.

The Williams Drug Co.
117

any-wil-

W.H.Hahn&Co

0

BOTH 'PHONES
OCOOCOOOCOOCXDCXDOCOOOCOCIO

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Both 'Phones.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

rw

&y

Master Mechanic I. O. Micks return
to the city this morning from
Wins-lowwhere he went yesterday on
a special with Superintendent K. .1.
(Jilison.
The special Included Mr.
Cibbou's private car and engine 124.1,
one of the balanced compound passenger eiiRines of which the Santa Fe
recent ly purchased thirty. Mr. Hicks
said that the engibe acted very well
on i's first trip. He also stated that
with Ihw best road bed, one of thee
balanced compounds could be run ut
eiKlitv milts an hour..
Steward Shields, of the coast Hues
hospital of the Santa Ke. left last
nfght on No. ' with a native laborer
named Velasquez, who was injured
some three weeks atn, while working
for the Santa Fe. The man had his
Heet so badly .rushed that amputation was necessary and since that
fellow
has
time, the unfortunate
pitwuisly that he be tent to
begged
his home in Chihuahua. Mexico, that
the officers of the hospital decided to
comply with his request, with the result that Steward Shields and Velasquez left for that place last night.
ed

i

The Fisttste Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

to-Sa-

With the abatement of the severely
cold weather and the lifting of the
!'..' iiro.'t.'M'.-- "; 'sr

ra'

i

Santa Fe Railway

n

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1.000 busiaeii and residence lots, size 25iH2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public school houss costing 116.000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1,500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments iu New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150
barrels daily; large winery- - tare,
etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and ba, In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near
future cannot be estimated.'
70-lo-

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (manj 0f them Improfed by cultivation)
coal and wood yard, drug store, namees ibop. etc, etc. Also a first-clas- s
modern hotel.

;

no

saal

CO OVER

or

griiel

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We nee.l a

first-clas-

s

bskery. tsllor

bop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbing shoe, plaalsg

OUR PRICES OF LOTS
ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

TVlfc

LO-CA- L

As

&

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east
Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

COAL THIEVES STEAL
THE PRECIOUS STUFF

'HELP THEMSELVES
BOLDLY
FROM COAL CARS IN THE
YARDS RESIDENTS SUFFER LOSSES FROM COAL SHEDS

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cui-o- ff

A

JOHN BECKER, President:
,rf7.

riw.

&

mill

In

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

WAGONS

YOU CAN DEPENR ON IT hang on
to II that our plumbing work will
liive you satisfaction, not only as to

INSURANCE,

You best satisfaction

iTHii

mi

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

j

I

T'VTii

PEACH & CO.

Automatic phone, 6S&. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

The St. Elmo

j

f

Colorado

308.
Red 131.

MCKOBY

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL
v

Automatic

OLD

uiJ.Korber&Co.

Lead Avenue and First Street.

Thos. F. Keleher

i

j
322V

House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

--

I

CS-

J

General Contractor

n,

NC

Third And Marquette

Both Phones

DRAGOIE

e

Rf

CO.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

e

I

LUER

RIO GRANDE

7

ftrl.

CO.

OOCOCOCX3CXDOOOCXXXXXXXXOO

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

ar

your country

which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to the
bitter, we will be glad to quote you
cost any time you ask it. Please ask.

A. E. WALKER,

coni-niod-l-- ty

sn-n-

BACK OF P. O.

"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS?
Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor of a fine horse or
team see to it that their equipment Is
in keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harness

214 South Second Street.

se

"Red Wagons"

CO.

&

boden'g Granite Flour.

,

SB

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

1882

Sole agents ror Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im

;

rSRz7

are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

We desire patronage and we guar
first class daklng.
Albuquerque.
First Street.

an tee
207 S.

j

J

FOUND AT LAST

Wooleos" Isundered without shrinking.
We nave added to our al
ready well equipped laundery a machine wKh which we can handle
woolena without shrinking. When we are through with them they

BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling; Broe.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
SIMON

edi-Jto- r

m

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

C. GRANNIS,
Prop.
Auto Phone, 811. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico,
New

n

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Corner Second" and Marquette,

M

x

Wholesale Grocers

I

FEED STABLES

Cotivenes,

Prof.Ksplnso announces that the
work on Hill's and Ksplnosa's Spanish
gtammar has been Interrupted, owing CAME NEAR TO HAVto the severe illness of I'rof lliil of
ING A BIO WRECK.
Colorado College.
Saturday night one of the delayed
Golden Kiate Limited trains had a
Prof. Tight returned last Saturday close call, says the Ixirdshurg Lllicral.
from a trip to San Francisco. While Kngineer Richmond was hurrying It
there he read a paper before the
("OR. COAL AYE. & id ST.
along, west of Simon, and was netting
section of the Geological So- over the track at about a mile a mln-- J
ciety of America, of which he was the ute, when one of tho read driving
retiring president.
wheels got ofr and letweon the rails.
stopped as soon as posTho annual declamatory contest The train was
It was found that the
sible,
when
lipid
will ho
about the second week wheel had cut the bolts off from about
in February.
At least a dozen stunot a rail had been
dents have signified their Intention of forty rails, but. spike
drawn, which
entering, and a good exhibition Is as- turned, norIt awas mighty
good piece
a
sured. Prof. Crum will rehearse all shows that A near by
section crew was
of track.
contestants.
roused out, the engine was Jacked "P
At a mass meeting of the students onto the track, the train pulled slowly
Friday, It was determined to Issue a onto the safe track, and went Its way.
year book, or annual. It will In all while the section men put In new
probability bp called "The Mirage," Imlts. It was a mighty close shave,
and will be the second annual publish- and the passengers never knew that
ed by the students of the University. anything had happened, as they were
The first appeared 'in 1895.
Since all asleep.
then there has been no such publicHANDSOME STONE FRONT
ation. Ralph Tascher was chosen
BUILDING FOR LAS VEGAS.
in chief of "The Mirage" of 19i:.-ti- ;
Byron T. Mills, of Las Vegas, will
Lillian Htiggett and Charles Hor- ton, associate editors;
and Kirk start work at once on a handsonw
Bryan, business manager. Miss Hick-- i stone Tront building there.' In addicy will assist as nrtlst. The hook will tion to offices the building will coni
.
contain about lin pages and will give tain fire and burglar proof vatilrs for
a complete record of the year's or-- . the use of the public.
ganlzatlnn, enterprises, jokes, grinds,
I games
E. K. Smathers is said to have lost
and other things of Interest to
$iril,(Mi
on the races last season. All
students and alumni.
the pikers sav, "Oil, well, he can afford it."
"BOOTS AND SADDLES"
CAPTURED AT RATON.
The negro Davis, known as "Boots
and Saddles," who was sent to Jail for
ninety days at the last term of court,
for carrying concealed weapons, being arrested while he was walking
v
lady
from
See the
auout the street with a hatchet shoved
Col.
sue has just moved to Den-ve- r,
up under his vest. Is in more trouble,
y
pounds of suto get twen-t- y
with her dol-lShe is at the
says the Ias Vegas Optic. He was
gar like Hit v do In
released last Tuesday, after serving a
n
pounds of the
But nix. A case note gets oti-l- y
small portion of his sentence, as the
in Ien-ve- r.
officers at the Jail grew tired of seeing Wishes to
of the rale west on sugar.
It's
and sell it 2i pounds him around.
to
But, you can take
The night was cold and his clothing
for $1.
was thin the night he was released,
It east.
They don't gouge yon to car-r- y
so the. colored porter, Thompson, at
Now will you bo good?
the Plaza hotel, took him in for the'
monds" have begun to jirrive In Al- night. On awakening next morning,
buquerque from jlie different coal the porter discovered that he had
fields, and as a result, sunie unknown nursed ilie adder to his bosom, as
t)o your friends back
lit out during the night i
miscreant or miscreants, in an en- Davis had
Fast a good turn by sendthirty-fivovercoat
and
a
with
dollar
up
has
for lost time
deavor to make
ing us a list of their
been carting away coal from the coal a good suit of clothes worth altogether '
names
addresses.
and
W. It. Brown, district freight and cars
fifty-fivabout
dollars.
u
manner
In
the local yards
We will send them dep.irsenger agent for the Santa Fe, is that in
although'
could
Davis
traced
be
not
possible
preclude
seems
to
all
scriptive land literature
in Hie city from Kl Paso.
doubt but what, these particular par- his description had been phoned to.
- about your sectlou of the
yester-i
every
neighboring
until
town,
repetiiou
a
the
ties
of
will not suffer
Southwvst.
Col. W. S. Hopwll. or the Albuday, when he was arresied by Sheriff
Write today to
querque EHStern railway, was a pas- famine In their immediate
Mar- Marion
Littrel
City
at
Raton.
senger lor Santa Fe this niorniii:.
The other day a switch engine, lie- - shall Ward went to Raton this morn-Sen. Colonization Agent, A. T. &
a Ulaculne- - a"d not realizing the ing to bring the wanted man back.
S. F. Ry.,
Col. It. E. Twitchell. attorney for!inK
Railway Exchange, Chicago.
May Live 100 Years.
,CB,
The chances for living a full cen
f' ,he stuff was spilled all over the right tury
the guest of friends, returning to his
are excellent In the case of Mrs.
of way. When
to whom
night.
home last
the coal belonged, and a party of Jennie Duncall of Haynesvllle, Me.
scrapo the rem- - now 70 years old. She writes: "Elec.1. K. Huckle, general manager for workmen, went to
together, not enough could be tric Bitters cured my of chronic dythe Harvey system, with offices in nants
spepsia of 20 years' standing, and
Kansas City, arrived last night and found to wad a kitchen cook stove.
residents stated that they made me feel as well and strong as a
will spend several days In Albuquer- Neighboring
young
Electric Bitters cure
que, looking after the interests of the had seen several people on the Stomachgirl."
and Liver Diseases, Blood
scene earlier In the day, helping
rompanv b represents.
disorders, General Debility and bodily
themselves to the precious stuff.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
In addition to the disappearance of weakness. Sold on a guarantee at all
The Southern Pacific is working
Room 17. N. T. Armljo BulUlng.
about 2U0 men at Stein's. X. M., in tue this particular coal there has ltjn a druggists. Price only 50c.
ballast quarrie. Ir expects to double promiscuous stealing of coal from the LARGE INCREASE
Santa Fe yards ever
this force, and baliast the road from gondolas in the began
OF ARIZONA SHEEP.
to arrive in
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Kl Paso to Tucson, and It Is expected since the stuff
An Increase In Arlznoa sheep for
quantities. The method employed In
it will take four years to do It.
00,000
05
year
to
amounted
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS
stealing the coal is simplicity Itself. the
FER STABLES
sack over their head. In April. 1905, there were In
Miss B. A. Xash. a trained nurse, With a large gunny
(!80,o00
again
sheep
territory
as
Horses and Mules bought and ei
formerly of Cleveland, Ohio, but now shoulder, men, women, boys and girls the
average
clip
1905
weight
of
the
of
cbangeu
the
empksyed as a nurse by the Santa Fe repair to the yards, pick out a car of the fleece
was 6.5 pounds, and there BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
on the Belen cut off, 'arrived in the coal, climb., upon it, and help them4,420,000
were
pounds
of washed and
Second street, between Railroad and
city Sundny from Belen. and left last selves, to the extent of a full sack,
wool. The shrinkage, was
Copper avenuea.
night for W411ard, where she goes to after which they depart for home, to unwashed
per
1,414.400
8S
were
cent and there
look after some patients In the fir sit before, a roaring fire and toast their
wool
pounds
of scoured
marketed.
toes, contented In the knowledge of
hospital at that place.
a day s work well done. The Santa Fe
AND
MEN
WOMEN. PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
detectives are on the watch for the
i Mr. and Mrs. H. T.. Abell have reVm BiR ttfnr unnatural
turned from an extensive visit ut culprits.
BRUSHES..
W Im t to tfT.l&J
Umlsville, Ky. Mr. Abell is a well
Irritations or ulceration
( tutelar.
n
m
n
n
Leather,
r
af
mm
Harness,
hranu
Saddles, Lap
known locomotive engineer on the DISBARMENT AGAINST
twUftN.
P.in... .
aw-- IkePrefMU
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
Evans CHCMirjtLCo,
Santa Fe roast lines. The trip to the
rent or po:onoua.
SAN JUAN ATTORNEY.
metto
INK
CI
Roof Paint; lasts five years and
1,0 TTm
big city of the Blucgrass stale was
oltI 7 driRlilA.
It is understood that
disbarment V"
or ant ic plain wrapper. stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
and proved beneficial proceedings have been
much
prepaid, for PeiU.
tr on.eiprrM,
started against
to the health of .M's. Abell.
or I
one of the attorneys in San Juan
Circular abut on retwMfti
K9 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
The charges have been reJohn Kelly, who has had charge of county.
com- ferred to a committee of attorneys to
the affairs of the Wells-Fargpany at I.ordsburg for some time, ap investigate and If the committee
that the proceedings be
V
plied for a job as messenger between
Finest Whiskies
Hie case will be brought be- Los Angeles and Kl Paso, and secured
luu
leme court at once,
ihe appointment. J. C. Cate of Phoe-- I
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0
uix has been appointed Wells-FargHenry H. Ftogers doesn't know
l
agent In Mr. Kelly's place. Mr. Kelly
BARNETT
Prop'r.
?OSEPH
''"'"K about the oil business? Say,
make his home in Los Angeles.
he's forgotten mote aliout it than the
SAMPLE AMD 0
I 2
West Railroad Avenue
The Denver & Rio Grande, the Kl iSutorney general of Missouri ever
CLUB ROOMS
Paso & Southwestern and the Santa knew.
Fe Central have made reduced rates
,
inauguration,
for the occasion of the
..r v.....
Vt
Ul .i
.HIMl u
Hit' IP'W KWVllUUI 111 .ln the LM instant. A rate of one fare
TJT
for l he round trip bus been announced t
thus cuttiiiK the regular rates square fSwf
iu two.
It is ulso learned that the TmtM
Santa Fe will make educed rates.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All

DEEDS.

Belen Toun arid Imorovement dnmnanxs
BERQER.
WM.
M.

---

-- L

mOl,

Secretary

J

A
MM

o
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sales and John' Lemon are spoken of
as candidites for register of the land

'LOCAL AND

office.

Attorney E. V. Chaves, of this city.a
representing Mirabel brothers In or
land contest esse where the stage ot
litigation Is Estanrlu. The clients
Mr. Chaves claim that they have been
lord,
on
the land in question, near
INDICATIONS,
WEATHER
as
for some time and that it Is suchland
can not come tinder the desert
Generally fair except mow north net. as claimed bv the other litigants,
west; colder tonight and east, Tues- Dunlavy Bros., merchants operating
dayalong the Santa Ke Central route. The
t
land office at Santa Fe has John W.
On account of counter attractions, Corbett, probate clerk of Torrance
there will bp no meet Inn of the city county, taking evidence In the case,
council tonight.
which will be resumed January .1.
W. A. McfJrew, a well known Den
Men,
Young
Captain and Mrs. Schaefer, who
Girls,
and
Boys
Babies,
for
Shoes
ver fire Insurance agent and adjuster, have been In charge of the Salvation
Army barracks In this city for some
here on business.
Young Women and Older Folks.
go
J. F. Sllva, the deputy collector and time past have received orders totake
Cal., and
Bernardino.
our
to
San
county,
is
kind.
each
is
It
in
reasurer
making
of
Sandoval
for
factories
special
There are
there.
the city from Bernalillo on county charge of the army
The order took effect yesterday and
business to know where (lOOD SHOKS are made. It iu bematters.
will leave
Pay day for the local railroad em Captain Schaefer and wife
cause we are careful and experienced buyers that we are able
new location.
ployes,
many
merchants
will be Immediately for their
nod
Ensign Aim and Lieutenant Weinecke
to offer you the best goods for the least money. There is a made happy this evening on account have
arrived in the city and will fill
paid.
of
bills
being
made vacant by ho dedifference between cheap and low cost Shoes. We never 'sell
places
the
Dr. I E. Erwln, the dentist, has parture
Mr. and Mrs. Schaefer.
of
lightly
pocketbook
your
we
touch
but
Shoes,
Whiting
trashy
cheap,
moved his offices to the new
When Michael Oargourl was dibuilding, over Iearnard & Llnde-maon- 's
and
from his wife he was ordered
vorced
music store.
by
Judge
Ira A. Abbott to turn over
O. N. Marron is rejoicing over the
$5t to his spouse. This
of
sum
the
rrivnl of a new attorney at Inw at Gargourl failed to do and on a waris hime In this city. Mother and boy
rant charging contempt of court he
reported doing well.
was arrested and brought before the
Shoe, for Men. from
J1.M to $4.00
$1.35 to $4.00
E. B. Thayer, of New York, was vis court again.
Upon explaining that
Shoe for Women, from
U.
hlH
friend
Fred
$1.00
$2.75
old
with
iting
to
he was unable to raise the "dough,"
Shoe for Boy, from
Nichols, of this city, Saturday and nertniHslon was granted for him to
85c to $2.50
Sho for Girl, from
Sunday. He left Sunday night for irivu n chattel morlcage on some oi
50o to $1.25
Shoes for Babies, from
'rlsco.
his property tied np at present m litiW. A. Davis, ii graduate druggist, gation.
formerly with J. H. OKielly Co., lias
A. P. Kelly and J. A. Bellamy, pro- resigned to accept a position with the mluent lumber merchants of Aetna- mighty
Tremendous price reductions on guaranteed goods, acts as
Williams Drug Co.. Mr. Williams be ville. Kentucky, who arrived here a
to urge every one on to buy.
force
the
ing unable at present to attend to
short tnie Ht,0 j,ave concluded to re
usiness,
'
main In the territorial metropolis in
Mrs. Hufus Goodrich, of Ixs An definitely, and berth may go in business
geles, arrived in the city Saturday here. T. A. Dye, the local lunmer
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
had
evening and Is the guest of her pa merchant,
the gentlemen in
rents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. McDonald, eharee this morning and introduced
Successor to Mr. H. E. Fox.
of South Third street.
them at the office ot The Evening Cit
All members of Benefit Ixjdge No. izen. Mr. Dve and Mr. Kelly were
ON EVERY SUIT PURCHASED DURING THIS SALE.
Ancient Order of United Workmen, schoolmates back in Kentucky.
Deputy Sheriff Montoya is busily
are requested to attend a meeting this
vou wonder that we are selling the goods. Every man ln"this city knows the high grade quality of
Then
do
Having purchased" the stock and good will of Mr. H. E. Fox
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Officers will engaged these days serving subpoenas
our suit stock knows that every suit we sell is just as guaranteed knows that when we give a bargain, it
on witnesses in the J. B. Nlpp, Jr..
be installed at this meeting.
In. the above business, we respectfully solicit your patronage.
Is a bargain; It's this same straightforward business principle of ours this reliability on everybody's part,
of assault case, which is scheduled for
a
will
be
session
Thero
stated
this store, sells goods as represented, which has always made this store a success. NOTE THESE
that
walnut
two
February
black
I,
oi
We shall offer for sale for delivery
Pilgrim Commandery No. 3, Knights trial Thursday morning in Justice
PRICES:
Templar. Monday evening at 8 o'clock, the Peace Craig's court. The defend
wall cases and some up to date show cases, to make room for our
Samora and Tomas
There will be installation of officers ants are AntonioGriegoe,
SUITS WORTH UP TO
SUITS WORTH UP TO SUITS WORTH UP TO
where Nipp
Chaves of Los
and a full attendance Is desired.
new furnishings. Call at the store and Inspect them.
$22.03,
$16.50,
$12.50,
the
over
head
pounded
was
alleges
he
Saturday marriage licenses were Is by
GREEN TAGED,
GREEN TAGED,
GREEN TAGED,
Is reported today
men.
It
these
sued to Miss Lydla V. Chestnut and that Nlpp Is greatly Improved.
E. D. Wolbach, both of whom are well
A horse drawing a carriage, con
South Second Street
known In Albuquerque, and to Clara
The Arch Front
B. Stevens and William F. Ohlrau taining two young ladies, hired from
the Silver avenue stables, became
also of this city.
frightened on Tijeras road late Sat
Remarkable Green Tag Redactions on all Underwear, Shirts, Hats, Pants and
Dr. Harry Kauffman Is In the city
afternoon and while running
from Helen. Dr. Kauffman and Dr, urday
brought to a slop by Kirk
FURNISHINGS
RadclilT, also of Delen, have the hos away was
Bryan, son of R. W. D. Bryan, wno on
pital contract on the Santa Fe cut-oup to the run
horse-bac- k
galloped
As already stated, we are overstocked on heavy goods of all sorts. We have stack after stack of heavy
and are moving their headquarters away's head and seizing the reins at
Underwear and Flannel Shirts. We have immense lines of Sweaters, Gloves and Woolen Hosiery', which must
hospital from Belen to Willard.
could
the bit used his strong right arm with
be sold, and we are not timid about cutting down prloes, regardless of value or cost. Of course, weway
Rumor has It that J. Porter Jones the desired results.
of
price next season but that it not our
a
readily
and
at
over,
better
sell
them
goods
carry
and
these
is out as a candidate for aldermanic
will do the work.
goods.
T.
C. McConnell, of Holton, Kansas
These
reductions
new
want
shelves
for
clear
doing
We
business.
honors from the third ward on the has accepted a deputyship in the indemocratic ticket. Mr. Jones Is con ternal revnue service, to fill the va
nected with the Albuquerque Gas, cancy created by the resignation of
Eectrl3 Light and Power company,
Deputy A. J. Loorals. Mr. aiccjonnen
Filled.
Mail
J. F. Warner, F. W. Williamson and will arrive in Santa Fe on or about
E. P. Blanchard, connected with the the 18th of this month, when he will
United tSates land office at Santa Fe, take charge of his new duties. Many
have arrived in this city from the throughout, the territory will regret
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
vicinity of the Tijeras canyon, where to learn of the resignation
of Mr.
they have been doing some govern Loomts.
ment work.
Yesterday many persons visited
N. M.
Saturday evening at the rectory of the Dark ' on tho
mesa
under
Methodist
church. course of completion by the Ag
the Lead Avenue
MIsb Clara B. Stevens and William ricultural Park association.
A. D,
BEST."
"THE
F. Ohlan were united
In marriage, Johnson,
a well expert gave a
Rev. J. O. Rollins performing the cer water demonstration for the benefit of
K
emony. The newly wedded couple are the spectators, pumping one thousand
now at home to their many friends gallons of water an Hour ror several
at 822 South Arno street.
hours. The well Is now down to a
o
Benevolent so deoth of 370 feet and is still to be
The
ciety, through the columns of The drilled deeper.
Evening Citizen, wish to extend their
F. L. Bullard, of Colorado Springs,
thanks to the members of the Whist Colo., accompanied by his wife, ar
club for a check for ln which they rived In the city last night and
have received from the secretary and remain several days transacting busjewelry stock, at
AH sizes and values; watches rings and general
treasurer of that club. Miss Edith iness of a Dersonal nature and visit
bargain rates.
Frost. The society appreciates the ing friends. Mr. Bullard is very well
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
donation.
known in this city, and is one ot tne
Yesterday, a week ago. Zelger's few who mado a fortune out of the
Sun mine operations at Cripple Creek,
cafe Inaugurated tho fifty-ce114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
day dinner, and, pursuant to an
Mrs. W. P. Geary, wife of the dls
Private entrance on hide street.
nouncement In The Evening Citizen trlct attorney of Navajo county, and
last Saturday afternoon, the restaur a resident of Winslow. Arizona, arnv
ant was weJi patronized yesterday. ed in Albunuernue yesterday and will
It pays to announce your business, if remain several days the guest of her
you want trade, through the columns sister, Mrs. Anna Gray, of 319 North
of this paper.
Fifth street. Mrs. Geary will return
Welller & Benjamin will occupy the home the last of the week.
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
store room just vacated by Albert ra
Miss Constance Abbott, daughter of
ber, until their new quarters are Judge Ira A- - Abbott, and two lady
are being constantly received, which completed and ready for occupancy friends who are visiting her, will be
insures our customers receiving per- Th property they now occupy belongs among the visitors to Santa Fe this
he Intends week and will be present at the in
fectly fresh articles. We handle only to Attorney Marron, and
401-40- 3
to tear down the old building and augural ion ceremonies and ball Mon
South
of
the best and most reliable brands
erect In Its stead a modern two story day evening, tho 22d Instant
every kind of food products, and sell brick business" building.
Mexico
Col. J. A. Wood, president of the
G. K. Warren Post No. 5, G. A. R., Gold
prices.
them at
Bullion Mining company, of
Other Farm Implement?
and
I'lows
on
Tuesday
Prices
Write
Wholesale
meeting
for
will hold a special
Golden, is in the city on a brief busi
evening, January 16, at 7:30 o'clock ness irii). Col. Wood reports much
City.
Kansas
of
largest
stock west
The
sharp, at the residence of Post Com activity in the Oolden mln-ndistrict
Sll
217
West
mander J. G. Caldwell.
nis company is insiau
of and states that machinery
ver avenue, for the transaction
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St. such business as may come before the Ing much new
y'
HUHngton, who has been
COTKldHTl
TO LOAN.
meeting. A good attendance deaireu In Mrs. A. M.
WmUG.
the past six months, $2500 ON MONEY
Albuquerque
is'."?.
com
post
GILT EDGE REAL ESTATE
G.
Bv order of J.
Caldweil.
c.
or
oaugnier,
a eueft
airs. j.
her
INTEREST SIX PER CENT.
mander; W. W. McDonald, adjutant Saint
nf 41ti West Gold avenue, left
F. H. KENT.
Allan J. Papen. the oostmaster of Saturday evening for Santa Rosa.,
BURGLARS
We have received the sole agency for the new Burglar
Las Cruces, came In from the south Cal., whero she goes lo visit another
OUR TELEPHONE IS
yesterday morning, spending the day daughter.
Patented Alarm. Can be adjusted by anybody to any door or window Jn
320.
CROWN STUDIO.
REGULAR MEAL8, 25 CENTS.
returning
south
Lietropolls,
in
and
the
,
is
Ring-)door or wlndw
ten seconds.
and continue to ring whenever
The Corliss engine which broke
evening. Mr. Papen stated that down
last
OOOOCOOCOOOOCJOOOCXXXWOOO
.
a
la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
Service
Saturday at the plant of the
opened, even a half inch. The prta of this alarm everywhere is 13. Call
ho was not a candidate for appoint
company, has been
FOR
PAID
PRICE
Lumber
HIGHEST
American
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
ment of register of the United States
and see It. A good canvasser wanted,
and was In running order
OLD CLOTHING.
8EASON.
land office at Laa Cruces, vice Martin.
" m0lnM, Langer,
candidate for re- deceit hut to a office
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
K. W. Holland, of the Indian scnool
303
SOUTH
FIRST
STREET.
LEADING JEWELER.
postmas
of
nnnoinlmnnt
the
at Washington, In company
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
Corner of 8ilver Avenue.
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ter of that town. Mr. Papen stated- service
.Tames K. Alleri. of the local In sKXXXCOO(X)000000(XXOOOOCX)
with
Oonthat Eugene Van Patten, Jose
at
spent
the
yesterday
dlan school,
Sun Feline Indian village, returning
to the city last evening.
I). Montoya, roait overseer in uiu
Albuquerque, has a large gang of
men at work today on First street and
Hoth of these
the Mountain Koad.
thoroughfares look very much improved already.
HARDWARE
RETAIL
WHOLESALE
W. E. Neal. local manager ot ino
comInsurance
Life
Vnlon Central
pany, left last night for a short busi
I
ness visit to El raeo,
I.1.S0; men's
Men's rubber boots
Arctics, 11.25: mens rubbers, 85c;
women's Arctics, $1; women s rubbers, 60c and 65c; children's rubbers,
40c and 50c at C. May s shoe store,
ON
E
all
lines in
314 West Railroad avenue.

PERSONAL

Is

SHOES FOR THE FAMILY

Serve Your Feet Wei!

Faster and UlfHore (Furious
(Brows the Sellling
THIS WONDERFUL GREEN TAG

AT

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.

We Save You

to

$

as Nlucli as

SALE

Co)

.

Sash, Doors,

Lttmbe,

ff

Glass,

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

.ooocoooo

fh

SIMON STERN,

Albuquerque,

First 'and Marquette,

i

$14 9Q

$11.90

$3. SO

THE

00HKC0
Money toSLoan

DIAMONDS

fi

The R. R. Avenue C(othJer

WAW1N

WORLD'S

an

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

nt

ooooooooko oooooooooo
00000000OX3sD0O

New Goods

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

17

North First Street
and Arizona.

First Street

Wholesal Distributers for New

bed-roc-

F. F. TROTTER

ooooooooooooo

WHERE TO

DIISTE

WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

EVER ITT

3'

I

GREAT

MIDWINTER CLEARANCE

9

3

w

PLACE

SALE

SALE today

Monarch and Cluett Shirts

YOUR

(o)

G

S

-

C F. MYERS

9

broken

at

McWS

the celebrated

BASKET BALL.
AT CASINO HALL FRIDAY, JAN.
DANCE
19. A. H. 8. VS. MAJORS.
AFTER THE GAME.

CHOICE

Handsome Floral
Designs
weddings,
Hieces for funeraU,
and all occasions executed in a
thoroughly artistic maimer.' If you
,iiu
want something out of the
ary, try us.
--

10

E. L. WASHBURN
CO.
mourn eecono street

wear gold avenue

.

122

IVES,
319

TWg

'LOBisr

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
AuU Phons, 118.

WM. McINTOSH

Colo.Phone 197 j

Auto. Phone 185

These Shirts are Sold Regularly at $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75

1

Proprietors

FiiOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.
JP

C

p

We are

p

ALL AND INSPECT the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges H
in the Southwest.

21 S West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

&

